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BARGE TERMIN440:-Construction is progressing on schedule at the Hutson Chemical Co.
barge terminal on Kentucky Lake. Hutson officials said today that plans call for barges to be
unloaded there at least by Oct. 20. The barges are being loaded this weekend in Louisiana on
the Gulf, and will be loaded with fertilizer. Construction will be virtually complete by the Oct.
20 deadline. The next step will be to consider grain facilities and fertilizer storage, but Hutson
officials said that decision will be made nexi year. Staff aeriajtholo bv David kill
Ford And Carter Both Claim Victory In
First Of Three Televised Debate Sessions
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Both
President Ford and Jimmy Carter are
claiming victory in the first of the 1976
debates. But a nationwide Associated
Press poll showed today that neither
candidate was the clear winner,
although Ford attracted slightly more
new supporters.
The restrained yet contentious
confrontation was laden with economic
statistics and political rhetoric but
barren of any new proposals.
"I thought I did well," the
Democratic nominee told reporters as
he left the Walnut Street Theater, site of
the debate. Carter said he had wanted
to stress what he considers Ford's lack
of leadership "and I think I did that
very adequately."
"I enjoyed it very much," Ford said
on leaving the theater. Asked who won,
the President replied, "The American
people."
Later, Ford told supporters, "We
Enrollment In City
Schools Up Over '75
School enrollment is up over last year
after one month in the Murray City
Schools, the Murray Board of
Education wasaold last night.
Dr. Ray Reeves. Murray High School
principal, told the board that the high
school is "the best organized school I've
had the pleasure of working with." He
commended former principal Eli
Alexander for the fine-organization in
effect at the schoial 7:
Alexander, now the assistant
superintendent, told the board that total
enrollment is 1,998 at this time, com-
pared to 1,941 at this time last year. He
noted that the elementary schools are
up and that the Middle School and High
School are down slightly.
A proposal for a first region
basketball picture magazine was taken
under advisement by the board. The
proposal, from Carlos Bailey, calls for
Cloudy. and Mild
Partly cloudy and mild today with
scattered showers ending this morning,
high in the mid 70s. Partly cloudy and
cool tonight, low in the low to mid 50s.
Increasing cloudiness Saturday with
slight chance of showers by afternoon,
high in the mid 70s. Sunday mild with
dunce of showers.
photos of teams, cheerleaders,
coaches, and others connected with the
basketball programs in the area, and
for the magazines to be sold locally,
along with advertisements to local
merchants.
The board was told that no proceeds
from the book will g4i to the schools
represented, however, copies of the
magazine will be given to the schools to
be sold by the schools.
Alexander also reviewed a policy on
open records to place the board in
compliance with HB 138, passed by the
last state generally assembly. The
policy had been examined by the
board's attorney, who approved it. The














Deaths & F un er als 14
have a turning point in this cam-
paign.... The momentum is on our
side."
The AP poll was conducted among
1,065 scientifically chosen viewers why
were questioned both before and im-
mediately after the debate. It showed
that 34.4 per cent of those who watched




Three local high school seniors have
received letters of commendation from
the National Merit Scholarship Cor-
poration.
They are Jacqulyn Galloway,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
Galloway, 207 South 13th Street,
Murray, and Deanna McMillen.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
McMillen, 1600 Keenland, Mutray.
seniors at Murray High School, and
Patricia Melvin, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Melvin, Murray Route
Two, according to Dr. Ray Reeves.
Murray principal, and Ronald
McAlister, Calloway principal.
Thew students are among 35,00C
Commended students nationwide who
are being recognized for their out-
standing performance on the 1975
Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test-
National Merit Scholarship Qualifying
Test.
Commended students represent less
than two per cent of the nation's
secondary school senior class.
Jacqulyn participates in the band.
stage band, French Club, FHA, pack,
Math team and Tri-Alpha.
Deanna participates in NFL, the
Band Flag Corps, Math Team and Tri-
Alpha.
Patricia is a member of the Calloway
High Band, Calloway Speech Team,
and the Beta Club.
31.8 per cent thought Carter had won.
The rest, 33.8 per cent, didn't or
couldn't pick a winner.
Statistically, the margin between
Ford and Carter was too small for a
clear winner to be declared. Experts
say that a sample of this size could err
by 2.9 per cent from what the result
would be if all viewers were polled.
Voters were asked their preference
for president. Carter supporters
numbered 45.3 per cent before the
debate and 46.9 per cent afterward.
Feed was preferred by 41 per cent of the
voters before the debate and 44.9 per
cent afterward.




Murray City Police have reported the
arrest of a third suspect in an alleged
forgery ring here.
Connieacgope, age 20, of Wickliffe, has
been chalged with seven counts of
criminal facilitation in the second
degree, in the connection of the alleged
forging of stolen personal checks in the
local area.
Miss Cope is free on $2,000 bond,
according to police reports. a
Vocational Center
Sets Open House
The Murray Vocational Center
will hold an Open House for the
community of Murray and Calloway
County on September 27.
Parents and families of students
who attend the Vocatioaal Center in
any program are especially invited
to attend.
Guests may tour the facilities,
observe students in action, and meet
the personnel from 7:30-9:00 p.m. on
Monday, September 27.
Improverneras to the Murray Water
& Sewer System's sewerage treatment
• plant that would cost approximately
$4.3 million were recommended to the
Murray Common Council at its regular
meeting last night. .
Representatives - of Chester
Engineers, who have recently com-
pleted a federal 201 facilities plan for
sewerage treatment in Calloway
County, made the recommendation at
the meeting which was televised over
MSU-TV.
The engineers pointed out that 75 per
cent of the cost of the improvements
would qualify for federal Environ-
mental Protection Agency funding and
that the actual east to the city would
amount to approximately $1.1 million.
They said that the federal water
pollutiqp control act of 1972 required
Viat more stringent standards. of
OW Council, Page 14 i
per cent before to 7.1 after.
The poll was taken for The AP by
Chilton Research Services of Radnor,
Pa. The firm specializes in high-speed
telephone polling.
Reynolds asked the opening question,
and it was directed to Carter:
"You have said you are committed to
a elfastic reduction in unemployment.
Can you say now, governor, in specific
terms, what your first step would be
next January, if you are elected, to
achieve that?"
•'Yes," Carter began. -First of all is
to recognize the tremendous economic




Two robbers, armed with sticks,
made off with $1,870.30 in cash from the
'Burger Queen restaurant here early
today.
Murray City Police said the two
subjects, each armed with a large stick,
approached a Burger Queen assistant
manager as he was putting trash into a
- mster located behind the building.
• • The worker-- was forced into the
building, where the robbers took the
cash and fled. One of the sticks was
found west of the building when police
investigated.
The incident was reported shortly
after one a.m. this morning. One of the
robbers was described as a white male,
6 ft., 6 in., 175 pounds, wearing jeans, a
ski mask, blue plaid shirt, and
sneakers. The other was described as 5
ft., 10 in., blue ski mask, blue plaid
shirt, jeans. and sneakers.
Police said no clues have been found
at this tune, but that an investigation is
continuing into the incident. No one was




League of Women Voters will have
tables iffatront of Roses in Central
Shopping Center and Otasco in Bel-Air
Shopping Center on Saturday, Sep-
tember 25 from ten a.m. to three p.m. to
register persons ' to vote in the
November election.
Any person over 18 in residence for
thirty days before the election on
November 2 is eligible to vote.
Police Officer Is
Injured Last Night
Murray City Patrolman Jerry Carter
was injured in an altercation last night
with an apparent burglar at the
Embassy Apartments here, according
to reports today.
Carter and three other city officers,
as well as two county units, responded
to a call on a burglary in progress at the
Embassy last night.
When they arrived, the building was
cornered off, and Carter, after several
minutes of investigating the
surroundings, was in the parking lot,
near a chain link fence, when he spotted
the suspect nearby, according to
sources dale to the incident.
Carter shouted for the suspect to stop,
and when the suspect turned and ap-
peared to have a weapon, Carter fired
one round from his pistol. He then gave
chase to the suspect, pursuing him
nearly to 11th Street.
He approached a wooden fence, with
a brush thicket nearby, and as he went
by the fence, the suspect apparently
struck him with some type of blunt
instrument, sources said. Carter was
stunned by the first blow, and when he
tried to get to his feet, the suspect hit
him again, knocking him unconscious.
The suspect is still at large, and an
investigation is continuing. Carter was
having difficulty with his eyesight
immediately after he regained con-
sciousness, but is reportedly having no
troable today. He was treated and
released for contusions at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.




...For local citizens to register
to vote in the Nov. 2 General Elec-
tion. Persons who have not
registered to vote should do so by
Oct. 4, 1976 in the office of County
Court Clerk Marvin Harris.
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Dr. Amy Brown Speaker
Nursing Society Meet
;The Murray State
University Honor Society of
Nursing held its first meeting
of the season September 15 at
6:30 p.m.
An educational meeting, the
guest speaker was Dr. Amy
Frances Brown, an in-
ternationally renowned nurse
educator and researcher of
Nashville, Tenn.
Dr. Brown has a
distinguished educational
background, being the first
nurse ever to receive a
Master's Degree in medical
nursing and. with a Ph.D.
degree from the University of
Chicago, Chicago, Ill. She has
been the recipient of many
honors and awards, and has
published extensively in the
area of curriculum, research,
and medical-surgical nursing.
The purposes of the Murray
State University Honor






courage creative work, and
strengthen commitment to the




membefship . must hrole
reached at least the second
semester of the junior year,
maintaining a minimum
grade point average of 3.00 on
a 4 point e. Further,




bership is by iniebtion, and
may never exeed one-third of
the total number expected to
graduate from the class.
The MSU Honor Society
Nursing was organized in 197r
With a membershirtexceeding
35, the Society is now eligible
to apply for membership in
Sigma Theta Tau, the
National Honor Society of
Nursing.
The officers of the local
















The wedding of Mildred
Brown Travis of Paducah and
Charles Wilson of Benton
Upute Two, was solemnized on
Saturday, September 18, at
one p.m, at the New Jenny
Ridge Pentecostal Church in
Calloway County.
Rev. and Mrs. William
Pinnegar of Paducah of-
ficiated at the ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
Mrs. Venue Brown of Murray
Route Three and the late
Robert L. Brown. Mr. Wilson
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles L. Wilson of Benton.
Following the ceremony a
reception was held at the
church.









10-5 Sat.; 1-5 Sunday
Pixie Palace






Festival will be West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center with con-
cert at seven p.m., fiddlers
contest at eight p.m., and
concert at 9:45 p.m.
Final riding night of the
season for points will be at




sponsor a dance at 'Hazel
School from eight p.m. to
midnight with admission
being $2.00 per person with
children under 12 admitted
free.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
have a bazaar and flea market
at the Dexter Community
Center starting at nine a.m.
Call 437-4740 or 437-4580 to rent
a table for three dollars.
Calloway County High
Speech Team will present
Sonny James and the Country
Gentlemen in concerts at





Exposition Center with con-
cert at two p.m., five string
banjo contest at eight p.m.,
band concert at seven p.m.,
and concert at nine p.m.
Ham and bean dinner will be
served from four to seven p.m.
by the Hardin Senior Citizens.
Cost will be 62.50 per plate.
The weekly country music
show will follow the dinner.
Saturday, September 25
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
noon luncheon at the club





will be at two p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Rangerette Pageant,
sponsored by Tau Phi Lambda
sorority, will be at the
Woodmen of the World Hall at
th,.,e p.m.
Calloway County Singing
Convention will' be held at the
Grace Baptist Church at 1:30
p.m.
Sunday, September 26
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
wW hold its homecoming at
the church.
Reception for Mr. and Mrs.
W. Rudolph Howard will be at
eight p. m. at the Fellowship








will be at two p. m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU.
Monday, September 27
Murray Arornan's Club will
hold its general meeting at the
club house at 6:30 p.m. with
Mrs. Jo Curris as speaker.
Make reservations by
Thursday night, September
23, with the department
chairmen.
Stars and Stripes
Homemakers Club will meet
at the Extension Office at
istven p,ih. Call Sandy Barnett




will hold an open house for the
community of Murray and
Calloway County from 7:30 to
nine p.m.
Monday, September 2'7
Exhibit of art works by
alumni of Department of Art,
College of Creative
Expression will open at the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU,
and run through Sept. 30.
Public invited.
Creative Arts Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the club
house with Donna Stray -to
give the lesson on "Basket
Weaving."
Robertson School PTA will
meet at seven p. m. for
business and parent orien-
tation followed by a bake sale
to raise money for purchase of
special equipment.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at




Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the
Dexter Community Center.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at Triangle Inn at twelve
noon.
LaLeche League will peel
at 7:30 p. m. at the hotte of
Pat Estes, 301 North Fourth
Street.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
WOW will meet at home of
Martha Andrus at seven p. m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church, Main at 15th Streets,
at seven p. m.
MSU Women's Society will
have a salad buffet at the
Murray Woman's Club House
at 6:30 p. m.
0--
Doc's Whistling Might
Be on the Bill
By Abigail Vgn Buren
DEAR ABBY: I'm in the process of having some root
canal work done.. which is no picnic, but that's not my
problem. It's my dentist. While he works, he whistles
through his teeth.
I wouldn't mind a little Herb Alpert or Burt Bacharach,
but no, my dentist keeps whistling "Easter Parade" over
and over again until I am ready to scream?
Not orly that, but he calls me "Mrs. Grassfield," and
my name is Mrs. Greenfield.
Should I deduct 20 per cent from my bill for
aggravation?
MRS. GREENFIELD
DEAR MRS. GREENFIELD: You could try. Maybe
he's already added 20 per cent for entertqinment.
DEAR ABBY: I recently moved to this city to be near
my married son and his family. Although my son and his
wife have many fine traits, they use foul language that I
find very offensive.
I frequently babysit with their children (ages 5 and 9),
and I am horrified to hear these children use the same
vulgar four-letter words their parents use.
I have told my son and his wife it offends me, and I've
asked them not to allow their children to talk that way,
but they say I'm old-fashioned and prudish, aqii.e,verybody
talks that way today. (Do they?) .
I was also told I'm not ..to discipline their children
because that's the parents' job.
Have our values become so depraved that clean speech,
modesty and respect for others no longer exist! What am I
to do?
HEARTBROKEN IN HARTFORD
DEAR HEARTBROKEN: You can decline to babysit
with your grandchildren. Clean speech, modesty and
respect for others still exist in some homes, but
unfortunately not in your son's.
DEAR ABBY: I've never seen a problem like mine in
your column.
I have two fathers who are equally dear to me. My
"real" (biological) father and my adoptive father.
When I was four, my parents were divorced, but my
father always kept in close touch and let me know that he
loved me all the years I was growing up.
My mother remarried when I was six, and I can
truthfully say that my adoptive father could not have been
more wonderful to me.
I am being married at a church wedding. My problem is
which father I should choose to give me away. I don't want
to hurt the feelings of either father by choosing the other.
It was suggested that the ideal soliiion would be have
an uncle give me away. Please help me.
TORN
DEAR TORN: Why not ask both fathers to share the
honor? And when the clergyman asks, "Who gives this
bride away?" both fathers can respond in unison, "We do."
Check this out with your clergyman. You are twice
blessed. .11
Everyone has'a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Me'..hodis":.,
Church will have an all H.
meeting and mission studs a
ten a. m. A potluck luncheon
will be served.
Ruth Sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Clay borne




Listed for Tuesday„ ,
Let a wham ne.
hers. K 'Novi Oedema
Mara Ill-3071
ae IMO lemon WOO • Ile IWO' 4
Lineups for Group C of the
Women's Tennis of the
Murray Country Club have
been released for play on
Tuesday, September 78, at
nine a.m. by Janna Hughes,
captain, as follows:
Charlotte Gregory, Lynn
Stout, Sharon Wells, and Kay
Ray.
Pat Thompson, Patsy
Miller, Cecelia Brock, and
Donna Keller.
Nancy Fandrich and Agnes





Bags Especially For You









Students at Robertson School play on the playground.
The PTA will meet Monday, September 27, at seven p.m.
with the theme being "Parent Orientation." A short
business meeting in,the lunchroom will be followed by
the parents being given an opportunity to visit the
classrooms for an orientation with the teachers. A mem-
bership table will be set up at the meeting. following
the meeting a bake sale will be held in the lunchroom





Regular Sessions 7:30 - 10 Mon thru Sot and Sunday 2'tO 4.
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Frist Annual Septemberfest
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7:25; 9:10 4- 2:30Sat.,Sun
18 feet of gut-crunching,
mon-eating terror!
OittSTOMIEN A PICIVIVI. 111KM ARO
GIORGI MIME LIMIER
.sr•Pt;
Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40 p.m.
"The Hardy Girls" 0018 or Over Only
Thru Wed 10/6
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MiseCheech IL Chong Short Subject
Open 6:45-Start 7:15
Thru Sat.
DOUBLE BARREL OF "TRPNITY" FUN!





































Plus this 2nd HIT!
Sugar gets what she wants...
when she wants it!
Sweet
Sugar PI
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Bridal Shower Given In HonorMiss Bonnie-Sue Cohoon Married To Mr. Higginson At Church Here
The sanctuary of the First
Presbyterian Church of
Murray was the setting for the
August wedding of Miss
Bonnie- Sue Cohoon, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe N. Cohoon
of Murray, and Clifford R.
Higginson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Higginson of
Tacoma, Washington.
The impressive double ring
ceremony was performed at
two p.m. on August 21 by Rev.
Mike Robertson.
The vows were exchanged
before a garden arch can-
delabrum with trailing
smilax. Two urns with spicy
carnations, orange gladioli,
white fuji mums, orange rover
chrysanthemums, yellow
daisies, orange sweetheart
roses, and yellow snapdragons
were placed on either side of
the altar.
The family pews were
marked with trailing smilax,
spicy carnations, and yellow
daisies.
Preceding the ceremony the
candles were lit by Cary
Brandon and Harold Doran.
A program of organ music
was presented by Richard
Jones. Selections included
'Theme from Romeo and
Juliet," "More," and 'Theme
from The Gldfathei:."
Vocal selections by Julie




























Aetisarized Hata Semler Curter
BARRET'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868
ceremony the bridal couple
left the sanctuary to the ac-
companiment of the
traditional wedding march.
Mrs. Sam F. Cook assisted
the wedding party during the
processional and recessional.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in
marriage by her parents, was
lovely in the white qiana gown
fashioned with a bibbed
overlay of re-embroidered
Alencon lace and beaded
neekline. The long fitted
sleeves had a deep cuff of
matching lace and fastened at
the wrist with tiny covered
button. The A-line skirt fell
softly to the floor and swept
into a Chapel train.
Completing the bridal en-
semble was a fingertip length
mantilla, especially designed
and hand made to match the
gown, created of bridal silk
illusion encircled with
Alencon lace and sprinkled
with medallions and pearls.




and a cathedral strand of
pearls.
Attending the bride as
matron of honor was Mrs.
Mark Blankenship of Murray.
She wore a formal gown of
apricot qiana with „a floral
jacket of chiffon in tones of
olive, blue, beige, and brown.
She carried a "Rosie Dawn"
bouquet made of springerii
fern, tropicana roses,
stephanotis, and scotch mist.
The bridesmaids, Miss
Cathy Cole of Paris, Th., Miss
Pam Bratcher of Owensboro,
and Miss Kathy Crow of
Kennett, Mo., were attired
identically to the honor at-
tendant and carried bouquets
of springerii fern, tropicana
roses, stephanotis and scotch
mist.
Serving Mr. Higginson as
best man was his -brother,
Mike Higginson of Chico,
Calif.
Ushers were Joe Max
Cohoon, brother of the bride of




Brandon, both of Murray, and
Rick Jones of Covington.
The bride's mother chose
for her daughter's wedding a
formal town of peach knit.
She wore a white cattleya
orchid corsage.
The groom's mother was
attired in a floor length gown
of shades of olive, apricot, and
beige chiffon. Her corsage
was identical to the one worn
by the bride's mother.
The bride's grandmothers,
Mrs. Suella Futrell, and Mrs.
Nova Cohoon, wore floor
length dress and white
glamellia corsages.
Reception
Following the wedding a
reception was held at the
Holiday Inn.
The bride's register was
kept by Miss Angela Futrell
and Miss Tannin Criouse,
cousins of the bride. The
registry table was draped in
an ivory peau de soie cloth,
accented by tropicana roses in
a crystal vase.
The beautifully appointed
bridal table was overlaid with
an ivory peau de soie cloth and




The all white three-tiered
wedding cake was decorated
with draped garlands and
accented with fluted edges.
Roses of royal icing cascaded
down the sides of the cake,
with fresh roses, baby's
breath, and springerii fern
supplying further adornment.
Punch, nuts, and mints were
served from crystal ap-
pointments.
Assisting with theolserving
were Miss Rebecca Wilson of
Murray, Miss Kim Boren of
Paducah, and Mrs. Vicki
Jones of Covington.
Rehearsal Diener
The Rehearsal dinner was
held on Friday evening,
August 20, at the Lamplighter
Restaurant for the wedding
party and guests.
Prior to the wedding the
bride was honored at a coffee
at the home of Mrs. Hassel
Kuykendall who was assisted
by Mesdames Joe Sims,
Lemon Lovett, James
Brandon, Elvin Crouse, Will
Ed Stokes, and James Gibson.
Guests were greeted at the
door by Mrs. Kuykendall and
received by Miss Cohoon, her
mother, Mrs. Joe N. Cohoon,
and her *grandmothers, Mrs.
Suella Futrell, and Mrs. Nova
Cohoon. Each was presented a
corsage of baby roses laced
with ivy and baby breath.
The elegant dining table was
covered with a cutwork cloth.
An artfully arranged crystal
bowl of roses centered the
table surrounded by a varied
assortment of • delicacies
consisting of melon balls,
strawberries, miraature ham
Ad biscuits, sausage baits,
antkpastries.
Miss Cohoon was presented
an ice bucket by her gracious
hostesses. Approximately
fifty guests attended the
coffee.
A personal shower was
given for the bride-to-be. The
hostesses for the enjoyable
occasion were Mrs. Kathy
Blankenship and Miss Cathy
Cole.
Refreshments were served
consisting of cake, nuts,
mints, and punch. The bride-





Christopher Shane is the
name chosen by Rev. and Mrs.
Roger Joseph of Calvert City
Route One for their baby boy,
weighing seven pounds five
ounces, born on Tuesday,
September 14, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
/bey have one daughter,
iLekeisha Dawn. The father is
pastor of the Oakland' and
Palma United Methodist
Churches.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Wade Joseph of
Kiriesey Route One and Mrs.
0. James Futrell and the late
Mr. Futrell of Murray Route
Eight. Great grandparents
are Ira Joseph, Dempsey
Beane, Mrs. Suella Futrell,
and Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Biz-
zell.
SMALLMAN GIRL
A baby girl, Elly Caroline,
weighing eight pounds, was
born to Mr. and Mrs. William
H. SmaLlman II of Paducah on
Wednesday, September 15, at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Howard Smallman and the
late Mr. Smailman of
Paducah and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Bucy of New Concord.
NOR WOOD GIRL
A baby girl, Ragan Carol,
weighing seven pounds three
otrices, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Phil Thomas Norwood of
Hardin Route One on Satur-
day, September 18, at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
The father is employed with
J. A. Jones Tier Company at
Smithland.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Norwood of
Hardin Route One and Mr. and
Mrs. Rule (Bill) Burkeen, Jr.,
of Dexter Route One. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Rule Burkeen, Sr.,
Dexter Route One, Mrs. Ruth
Wallace Futrell of Murray,
and Mrs. Lou Norwood and
Mrs. Bill Watkins of Hardin.
Great great grandmothers are
Mrs. Dolly Lovett of Hardin
and Mrs. Effie Futrell of
Murray.
dor
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford R. Higginson
Of PatsyBurkeen,
Miss Patsy Jo Burkeen,
October bride-elect of Grant
Black, was the honoree at a
delightfully planned bridal
shower held on Tuesday,
September 21, at 7:30 p.m. at
the Hardin Municipal
Building.
The hostesses for tht special
occasion were Mrs. Charles
Henson, Mrs. Joe Gore, Mrs.
Raymond Morris, Mrs. Jerry
Trimble, Mrs. Tom Pace,
Mrs. Jerry Lovett, Mrs. Ewin
Miller, and Mrs. Kenneth
Tubbs.
For the occasion the
honoree chose to wear a blue
pant suit and was presented a
white carnation corsage by
the hostesses who also
presented her with a wedding
gift of aluminum cookware.
The honoree, assisted by
Miss Tina Thompson and Mrs.
Jim Burkeen, opened her
many gifts for the guests to
view. Guests signed the
register with the white plume
pin at the table decorated with
a white candle surrounded by
blue flowers.
Refreshments of decorated
cakes, punch, mints, and nuts
were served at the table
overlaid with a blue linen cloth
and centered with a beautiful
arrangement of white daisies.
Mrs. Keith Norwood, sister-in-
law to be of the honoree, and
Miss Donna Lee presided at
Bride-elect
S.
the punch bowl and served the
cake.
The door prize was won by
Mrs. Hazel Edwards who
presented it to the honoree.
About one hundred persons
were present or sent gifts.
BREAKFAST BENEDICTS
Here's a new'tvrist to an old
favorite, Eggs Benedict.
Substitute natural easing pork
sausage links for the usual
ham. To make each serving,
toast an English muffin half.
Cut two links of cooked pork
sausage in half lenghwise and
place on muffin. Top with a
poached egg and spoon
prepared Hollandaise sauce
over. Great breakfast eating!
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. James Mitchell of
Hardin has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
VADUCAH PATIENT,
Donald Milliken of tilurray
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c cir 17THIS WEEK ONLY! SAVE $1.22 ON EVERY YARD!60"POLY
GABA
For she fir rt time tow, This mOst wanted Fell Fashion Fabric
at this low. low price, The ideal Fabric for the New Tailored
Loos! Make a Jumpsuit, Jacket, 5kort, Pant, Vest or Dress at
a mere fraction Of regular price,
• 100% Polyester Woven Gabardine• 60" Wide, Full Bolts, Machine Washable• 22 New Fab Fashion Colors to choose from
• Compare the quahty eisewhere at $3.99 yd.




• Full Bolts, 45- woe
• 501 Cotton, 60% Polyester
• All wanted Fall Colors






COMPARE AT $4.99 TO $5.99 YD.
WASHABLE
WOOLENS
• 64" and., Ful' Bolts
• All Wool, Port Wool, Acrylics
• Raids, Finless end Solids




GIVE YOU 754 FOR ANYOLD PATTERN
GET 754 CREDIT ON ANY NEW PA TTE RN
This week only, bring in your old Posterns ond w. will
ipiyg Me Ceuta on any New Pattern you Buy, Old
Patton oust be in Envelope





• 60- and.. Full Bolts
• Machin* liNashstslia 14 Os Knit
• Watching Plaids and Solids
• Compare at 63.99 & $4.99 yd.
A Ol'ilsio% it ri..s OF THE W9Fit S FOHEMl)St APPAREI 9 1,
WE GUARANTEE
LOWBS T PRICES ON ALL
FIRST QUALITY FABRICS
411 204 W. WASHINGTON Paris, Tn.
9 - 5 (M - Th)
9 - 6 (Friday)
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A Look At The Record
Bureaucrac
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Jimmy
Carter says President Ford is running
"a welfare administration" by being
insensitive toward the unemployed,
while Ford says proposals embraced by
Carter would only create "make-work
... dead-end" jobs.
How to solve the unemployment
problem is one issue that clearly
illustrates differences between the two
candidates over the role of government
in the economy. It occupied a major
portion of Thursday night's historic
debate between the two men and
prompted some of Carter's harshest
criticism of the President.
"Citing the highest unemployment
• rates since the Great Depression, the
Democratic challenger called it a
"terrible tragedy."
"This affects human beings, and his
(Ford's) 'insensitivity in providing
those people a chance to work has mode
this a welfare administration and not a
work administration," he asserted.
Carter commented after the
President criticized a $3.7-billion bill
approved by Congress that is intended
to create 350,000 jobs in public works
projects.
"These make-work, temporary jobs,
dead-end as they are, are not the kind of
jobs that we want far our people," Ford
declared. -
In the 17 months since the low point of
the recession, Labor Department
figures show total employment has
increased by 3.9 million to a record 88
million. But that hasn't been fast
enough to absorb the increase of 2.9
million people in the work force, which
now totals 95.5 million. As a result, 7.5
million workers were still unemployed
last month, and the job1-rhad
fallen from its 8.9 per cent recession
peak only to 7.9 per cent.
The rates are the highest since the
Depression years of the 1930s.
Unemployment reached a record 25 per
cent in 1933 when 12.8 million
Americans were without jobs in a work
force of 51.8 million.
Both Ford_ and Carter restated their
campaign positions, with neither of-
fering new proposals. The President
reiterated that inflation 161nits the rate
at which new jobs can be created, and
emphasized that his go-slow policies
are producing a steady economic
recovery.
However, Carter suggested that a
speedier recovery can be brought about
through greater government in-
tervention that would reduce unem-
ployment without heating upi inflation.
"It seems to me that we should hold
the lid as we have to the best of our
ability so we can stimulate the private
economy and get the jobs where the
jobs are — five out of six in this
economy," Ford said.
The President noted a four million
increase in total employment over the
last 17 months, including 500,000 in July
and August alone.
But Carter concentrated on the in-
crease in unemployment instead of the
increase in employment. He charged
that Ford -doesn't seem to put into
perspective the fact that when 500,000
more people are out of work than there
were three months ago or when we have
2.5 million more people out of work than
there were when he took office, that this
touches human beings."
Jobs
PHILADELPHIA AP) — Among the
most difficult figures to check are those
tossed about by President Ford and
Jimmy Carter in their argument over
the size of the federal bureaucracy,
which Carter says he wants to
reorganize.
The figures both candidates used,
quite likely the product of extensive
research by expert advisers, are dif-
ficult to prove or disprove.
Carter said the federal bufeaucracy
Lis "a mess" and pledged to revise it to
make it -economical, efficient, pur-
poseful and manageable for a change."
It was a continuation of a campaign
'theme Carter sounded Sept. 9 when he
vowed to seek "sunset" legislation that
-automatically would end unnecessary
programs and agencies.
, Carter, in a statement issued in
!Columbus, Ohio, had said Republicans
oppose such a law.
Ford did not say whether he opposed
such a law, but he said he already had
been working to cut the bureaucracy.
"The first order I issued, after I
became president was to cut or
.eliminate the prospective 40,000 in-
crease in federal employes that had
been scheduled by my predecessor,"
Ford said.
About the time Ford became
president the nation's unemployment
rate was rising and the White House
was working to stimulate hiring.
Ford said, "In the term that I've been
president, some two rears, we have
reduced federal employment by
11,000."
The Census Bureau's latest figures.
lire for 1974 and they show 2.9 million
civilians employed by the federal
government then. There are no more
recent figures publicly available.
Ford and Carter strongly disagreed
on whether the White House staff has
grown or been cut under Ford.
Said Ford: "In the White House staff
itself, when I became president we had
roughly 540 emploYes. We now have
about 485 employes, so we've made a
rather significant reduction in the
number of employes in the White House
working for the president."
But Carter said: "We now have a
greatly expanded White House staff.
When Mr. Nixon went into the office, for
instance, we had $3.5 million spent on
the White House staff. That has
escalated now to $60.5 million in the last
Republican administration."
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Sunday School Lesson
By Dr. H. C.CIIILES
I htt t.1 out lines proclacedb ire cuouttittee on
• Lt r Ir Jseil by permission
SET FREE TO SERVE
By H. C. Chiles
All of those who have been set free by
Christ should express their genuine
appreciation for the freedom which He
has given them in loving service to
others.
Galatians 5:13-15
Many who clamor for freedom are
actually wanting license to do as they
please, but they are not the ones who
have had an experience of saving
grace. Those who have been set free
from the law through the gospel of
Christ do not have a license to sin.
There is a vast difference between
freedom to do what we please and
freedom to do what God would ,have us
to do. When one has been set free in
Christ, he does not have any desire to
make that freedom an occasion for
selfish and carnal living. Those who
choose to live according to the impulses
and desires of the flesh, practicing the
sins of sensuality and dissipation, are
strangers to God's grace and Christ's
salvation. Those whom Christ has
saved and given instruction through the
teachings of God's Word do not think of
grace as something which abolishes all
restraint and allows the Christian to
live carelessly and disobediently to
God. People do not have any right to
say that anybody who has been saved
by grace may live in obedience to the
lusts of the flesh. Grace delivers from
legalism in order to enable the
Christian to practice and demonstrate
love in his daily life. Those to whom
Christ has imparted liberty are under
obligation from the practice of saying
or doing the things that injure others.
True love for Christ inevitably results
in love for one's fellowmen, and this
love is exemplified in faithful and
loving service to others. It is only
through service to others that we can
prove our love for Christ. It is a cer-
tainty that if we love Christ because of
what He has done for us we will strive to
please Him by serving others.
Galatians 5:25 —6:10
The indwelling Spirit provides the
power which the Christian needs to
overcome the lusts of the flesh, if he is
willing to receive and use it. The flesh
and the Spirit are so completely op-
posite that if a child of God is walking in
the Spirit he will not be under the
control of the flesh at the same time.
One who is led by the Spirit is a person
who has•yielded himself intelligently,
willingly, and cheerfully to His control
and direction. When we are yielded to
the Spirit, we shall avoid being
provocative, envious, and self-seeking.
20 Years Ago
A record breaking total of 2,084
students have registered for the fall
semester at Murray State College,
according to Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester,
registrar. Enrollment last fall was
1,897.
A. B. Crass, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Crass, has enlisted in the U. S.
Navy and is now undergoing recruit
training at San Diego, Calif.
Dumas Gibbs, age 59, died this
morning at Memphis, Tenn.
Births reported include a boy, Rickie
Wayne, to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Williams on September 15.
Officers of the Senior Class 'at Alitio
High School are Jerry Arteberry,
Charles Peeler, Janice Arteberry, Ila
Mae Hopkins, and Glenda Elkins.
Let's Stay Well
Our Attitudes Toward Ugliness
: A move is under way to lemen
'discrimination against persons
:;who allegedly are considered
Vhysically ugly. Supposedly, the
• alue we place on beauty leads
c attitudes that hamper the
•rogress and happiness of per-
ors who lack pleasing features
Zand other attractive bodily en-
dowrnents.
.: Obesity is a common example.
It may lead to difficulty in find-
ng a job or a lover.
In our youth-oriented society.
4 .
ns of aging -- gray hair,
kled skin, stooped shoulders
mild rheumatism -- may be
owngraded by yoiriger obser-
ers. Older people who are not
, ble to retire and who want to
tri
: ntinue active work lives often
: d they are unabie to secure
ainful employment and to use
Iheir talents productively
v The teen-ager . experiences
;tress from acne, uneven teeth or
* cronked nose.
s. Defects result from inheri-
*ince or accidents Baldness
'funs in families and often leads
to having a hair transplant or
wearing a wig.
We should recall examples of
homely persons who have over-
come discrimination against
them. Abraham Lincoln is an ex-
cellent example. His brilliant
mind, wit and persistent efforts
gained him attention, respect,
the Presidency of the -United
States and eternal fame.
Some famous actors have ac-
tually: turned their ugliness to
advantage. A few years ago,
Marie Dressier and Wallace Be-
ery, who would have ranked
near the end of the line in beauty
contests; were beloved and ad-
mired for their exceptional
screen talents. W.C. Fields
wasrit the most handsome man
in town. Jimmie Durante
capitalized on his big nose, win-
ning the affection and attention
of millions.
Society is said to have a dou-
ble standard toward ugliness,
allowing men to overcome it
through wealth and power more
readily than it allows women
By F.J.L. Blasingarne. M.D.
Studies indicate tilat lack of
beauty and grace cal culminate
in personality changes, lack of
confidence, isolation and deprm-
sion -- or even to contribute in
bringing on suicide.
No doubt, it would be
beneficial if greater emphasis
were placed on beauty of mind
and spirit.
Organizations such as Uglies
Unlimited and the National As-
sociation to Aid Fat Americans
will help to turn attention to the
unwholesome attitudes many of
us hold toward persons with less
attractive physical attributes.
Recognition of the infavorable
effects of this sort of discrunina-
tiqn is the first step toward its
correction
Q Ms. JA. says that her
mother has had to have a breast
removed became of cancer hut
will soon want to wear a latsie"
Her mother wants to know
where she can buy one, about
how much one costs, and if her
insurance will pav the cost.
A: Your mother should discuss
these problems with her physi
cian He probably knows of a
local department store prepared
to fit her with a prosthesis The
price varies from about $40 to
over $100, depending on the kind
she selects. Most health in-
surance policies pay a part or all
of the cost if it is ordered by a
physician.
Q. Mrs. N.E. wants to make
plans for her ring diabetic sort
to go to summer camp next year,
and she asks for a list of such
facilities that are equipped and ..
staffed to look after such cases. lj
A• You are wise to make such
a search well in advance. I
recommend that you ask your
physician about suggestions. He
may know of reliable institutions
to which some of his other pa-
tients have gone Also, you could
write directly to the American
Diabetes Association, One West
46th Street, New York, N.Y.,
10020.
isa Irma Now %wane. bw
When a believer in Christ yields to
temptation and is guilty of wrongdoing,
a true Christian has a splendid op-
portunity to prove the genuineness of
his spirituality by his attitude and
behavior toward the fallen one. Instead
of rejoicing over the fact that his
brother has been guilty of a breach of
conduct, or of displaying an arrogant
spirit toward him, it is the duty of the
Christian to deal tactfully, carefully,
sympathetically, meekly, prayerfully,
and lovingly with him. Ha should speak
to him about his besetting sin, point out
to him the evil of it, and emphasize the
provision which God has made whereby
forgiveness may be received and life
may be transformed into a victorious
one. The process of restoring a person
who is spiritually out-of-joint is a
delicate one, and requires such skill
that only spiritual people can bring him
back Into fellowship with his Lord and
his fellow-Christians. •
Sooner or later every person has
burdens. Recognizing them is not
enough. Paul urged Christians to bear
their own burdens, implying that some
of them cannot be transferred; for
example, the burden of personal
responsibility. Everyone must live his
own life and render a personal service.
We can assist others in bearing some of
their burdens, and should do so.
In forbidding an action which was
then going on, Paul said, "Sto-
deceiving yourselves; God is not
mocked." Nobody can outwit God and
reap a harvest different from the seed
which he has sown.
Knowing our proneness to grow tired
of doing what is right, God admonishes
Christians to persist in well-doing, and
assures them that they will reap a
plentiful harvest thoough so doing.
Since our opportunities to do good never
come again, we should seize them upon
their arrival and make the most of
them. Any longing for a second chance,
after an opportunity has been lost, is
entirely in vain. With so many precious
opportunities for doing good afforded
us, let us practice doing good to our
brethren in Christ especially, but also
to those who are not Christians. ,
"MARTIN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered In these
columns, write HEARTLINE 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
Heartline: I was receiving Social
Security disability benefits, which
ended about three years ago when I
returned to work. However, my con-
dition has recurred, and I will have to
stop work again soon. Does my prior
period of disability in any way affect
the second period of disability for which
I have applied? — O. D.
Answer: Your prior period of
disability will affect your second period
in two ways. First, if advantageous to
you, any years ( in whole or in part) in
which you were disabled will not be
counted in figuring the number of years
used to ,aotnpute your average yearly
earningi, which determine your benefit
rate. .
period Second, since your p r of
disability ended less thai five years
before your next period of disability
will begin, you will not be subject to the
five-month waiting period ( after the
month your second period of disability
begins) to receive benefits. Your
benefits will begin the first full month
you are disabled.
For complete information concerning
Social Security disability and other
available benefits from Social Security,
Heartline has developed "Heartline's
Guide to Social Security." This book
was developed to help people better _
understand what benefits they may be
eligible for under Social Security.
This book is in easy-to-understand
question-and-answer form and is
written in large print. To order, send 62
to "Heartline's Guide to Social
Security," P. 0. Box 4994, Des Moines,
Iowa 50306. The book has a complete
money-back guarantee. Please allow 30
days for delivery.
Heartline: I. am drawing- Railroad
Retirement benefits. I keep hearing
people mention Tier I and Tier II in
regards to my Railroad. Can you tell
me what this means? — E.G.
Answer: The "two-tier" system
refers to the two components of the
regular annuity. The first "tier" is
determined about the same way as
Social Security and is based on a per-
sons' total earnings both inside and
outside the railroad industry. The
second "tier" is a staff-type benefit
based solely on a person's work in the
railroad industry.
Heartline: Will Medicare help pay for
a motorized wheelchair? — D. C.
Answer: Yes, where the patient's
condition makes motorized vehicles
medically necessary.
10 Years Ago
Pvt. Charles Futrell has completed
his basic training at Fort Knox and will
now be stationed at Fort Leonard Wood,
Mo.
Rev. Jerry Lackey will be the
evangelist at the revival services at
Russell's Chapel Methodist Church,
September 25-30.
Special films will be shown at the
Murray-Calloway County Library,
according to Margaret Trevathan,
librarian.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
the Fulton Bulldogs 41 to 7 in its football
game last night at Fulton. -
Mrs. Ann Wood will be speaker at the
meeting of the Kirksey School PTA,
according to Mrs. James Tucker,
president.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale have
returned home after a visit with Mrs. E.
D. Bell of Hazelhurst, Miss.
htble Thought
Then Peter opened his mouth,
and said, Of a truth I perceive
that God is no respecter of
persons. Acts 10134.
God doesn't judge a man by
his skin color or .his national
origin, and neither should w&
author of the best seller
THE CROSS AND THE SWITCHBLADE
Mayfield High School
Mayfield, Ky.
September 27th at 28th
7:30 p.m.




















Worship Service 11 00 a. m.
Evening Worship 1, 30 9 m.
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship 11 00a.m.
Evening worship 6 30 p. m.
First Baptist
Morning Worship 10 45a m
Evening Worship 7.011p m.
West Fork
Morning Worship •U.S1128. m
Sunday Evening 6:00p. m.
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p. m.
Sinking Springs
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m•
Evening Worship 7:15p.m
Northside
Morning Worship 1100 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship 11008. m.
Evening Worship 7:30p. m.
Poplar Springs
Viorning Worship 11 (y) 4 m
Evening Worship 6:30p. m
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship 10:45a. m.
Evening Worship 700p. m.
Blood River
Morning Worship 11.0041.m..
Evening Worship 6:30p m.
Kirksey Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7 ! 30 p. m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship 10:50a m.
Evening Worship 6:00o.m
New Mt. Carmol Missionary
Morning Worship 11:00e. m•
Evening Worship 7:00p m.
Flint Baptist
Morning Worship 11008.m.
Evening Worship 6:45p. m.
Cherry Comm




EV erl ina Worshia• 7:01tp. m.
Salem Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00a.m
Evening Worship 7:159. m
Sugar Creek
Morning Worship 11:00a. m.
Evening Worship 7:15p. m.
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship 11:004.m.
Evening Worship 530p. m
Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
Sunday School 9:30 a. m
Worship 11:004.m.
Lone Oak Primitive
1$t Sunday 2:00p. m.
4th Sunday 10:30 a. m.
Old Salem Baptist
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
‘ Worship Service 11:008.m.
Vesper Service 5:00 p.m.
Coldwater
MOrning Services 11:0134.m
Evening Services 6.009 M
Faith Baptist
Mgrning Worship 11:006.m.
Evening Worship 630 p. m.
Locust Grove
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7 : 00 p. m
Chestnut Street General
Sunday School 10:00a. M.
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
Sunday School 10 a. m.
Preaching 118.m & 6p. m.
Wed. 7 p. m.
Spring Creek Baptist Church
Morning Worship II a.m
Evening Worship 7 o m
St. John Baptist Church
Morning Worship 10:45 •
Sunday School 9:30
Al INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE




Morning Worship 10:45 a. m.N. sf r", S Worship 5:15p.m.
E vie i ing Worship 600P. M.
Weunescle V Worship 7.03 p. m.
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship 11:008.m.
Evening WorShI0 700p. m.
Pentecostal
Aline Holdists
Morning Worship 11:00 a. ris.
E venln• Worship .7:30 P. fn.
United:New Cameral
Sunday Scheoi 1000a. m.
Worship Services 11 a. m., 7 p. M.
Calvary Templo
Sunday School 10:001. rn.
WorShici Sory ic es 11 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
First Assembly s God
Sunday School 10:00
Morning Worship, 11:00
Sunday Evening 1 .00 p. m Thurs.
ni.e 7:00 P. fn.
United. Sie I rvan Ave.
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
E vOn ing %Wren ip 7:00p.m.
°awards Chapel
Sunday School 10:03 a.m.
Worship Sorv ice 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
First United _
Sunda"), Worship 1000a. m. & 7 :00 P.m
Tues. & ThurS 700p m.
Christian
First Christian
Worship Services 10 45 a.m., 7 p.m.
Murray Christian
worship Services 10 45 a.m., 7 p.m.
Church of Jesus CAIrst
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass S a.m., 11 a.m., 4:30 p.
m. Saturday Mats 6:30 p. m.
Christian Science Services
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray.
Ky , Sundays_ 11 : 00 •. m. Testimony
meeting simorid Wednesday p. m.
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower 10:30 a. m.
Bible Lecture 9:308. m.
WyMan's Chapel A. M. N.





Sunday School 9:15a. m.
Morning Worship 10:304.M.
Savaaa 0Adimalat
Sabbath School SM. 10:30 a.m.
Worship Service Sat. 9:1S a. mi.
1
This page made possible by the
Church of Christ
New Providence
Morning Worship 1100 a.m.
Evening Worship 6.30 p.m.
tinlworsity
Morning Worship 10: 30•.m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Green Plain




Evening Worship 400 p• m.4 Union Grove i,
Morning Worship 10:50 ii. m.
Evening Worship alckipm
Seventh & Poplar
Worship Strvico 10:40 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
New Concord




Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Second Street
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:08p.m.
Friendship
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11008.M.
Hazel Church of Christ
Bible Study 10:00




hAorn log ~IMO 10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship -• 6:00 p.m.
Kirksey Church of Christ
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:504.m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m. Sunday
& Wednesday '
Aileen
Bible Study 10:00a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a • m
Evening Worship 4:00p. m .
Presbyterian
Liberty Cumberland
Sunday School 10:00 a.m., Worship
Service 9 00 a.m. every other
Sunday
North Pleasant Greve
Sunday School 9:45 • m.
Worship Service 11.00 a m
Oak Gram
Sunday School 10:00 a m.













Worship Service 11 a m . 1st Suri
day, 10 00 a m 3rd Sunday Sunday
School 10 00 a m 2nd &
Martin's Chapel United
Worship Service 9:30 a m
Sunday School ' 11): 3O. m
Good Shoolsond United
worship Service 11 00a m.
Sunday School 10 00. m.
Independence united
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Kirksoy UMW
Sunday School 10 00 a. m.
Morning Worship 11008.m.
Evening Worship 7 : 00 p.m •
Coidwater United
Worship Service 11.00 a.m 1st
2nd Sunday 10:00 a.m 3rd &
Sunday SCri001 10:00 a.m 1st & 2nd
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. 3rd & 4th Sun-
ia
Temple Mill United
Morning Worship 10 00 •• m.
Sunday School 11 00 a.m.
First Methodist
Worship 11 458.10 508.m.
Russell Chapel United
Sunday School 10-00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Goshen Methodist
Worship Service II 00 a m
Bible S'udy 6 300 m
Lynn Grove
Worship Service 9 434 in
Cola's Camp Ground 4
Worship Service 10 008 m.
beater-Hardin United
Worship Service 10 00 4.m.
1st & 2rid Sundays, 11 00 a.m.
1st & 3rd S. 4M Sunday
Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10 00 a m 1st
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd. Sunday:
Sunday School 11.00 a.m. 15t
Sunday-10.00 a.m. 2nd. 3rd, & 4th
Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 4111 Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 8,m. 15t, 3rd 1
4iti Sunday: 11.00 a.m. 2nd Sunday
Wa y mon Chapel
AME Church
Morning Services 10 451 m
Brooks Chapel United
1st & ki2 Sunday 9:30 a.m.
Evening . 7:00 p.M.
2nd & lth StanC141 y 11:00 a.m.
No evening Worship • -- --....s.---,ii-
Bethol Gaited
ist II 3rd Sunday 11:0041.M.
2nd 5.4* Sunday 9:30 a.m.
Evening KI 6:C P.M.
South Pleasant Grove
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.
Evening 7 00 p.m.
Storey's Chapel United
Morning Worship 9.45 a.m.
Sunday School 1045 6.m
following
•





Sway "Wet Umaimme I 1 te I JO
south 12131St 723-31106








'TM Store fer Mom"




‘V/Vr - ettoelea •Zle.\a .)
Beii-Air Cantor Murray, Ky.
Plumbing Heating A Air Conditioning
-Commercial-Residential
Repairs 4 Installation




•-- Coweletis Aotometic treeswissioe Swint,
-Trot Sid Alipment
-- cwhelotti hti•-thi 4 Remit Service -
753-1751
Kottmcky fritd
'it's Finger Lick in' Good"





Cal is Orders 753-71111
Stokes Tractor I Implament Co.
Nassur.siestalusou SALES AND SERVICE
triderseroot Rood Phan* 713-1710
Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312
Murray Datsun, Inc.
Omni trimiaps 07:00








Storey's Food Giant o'Astdef 'Restaurant
Famous Fish Dinners
Oa Net. 64 et Swore
Plum 474-2202










Tee ihwity Used Cars SRI CoNiveter Rd.
753-6444
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
405 Repo sr. 753-4424
Ilel-Air Shopping Center
......aa aft
Murray Memorial Gorden:, Inc.
Lorry & blare Mom Oilmen
MOuStIlenew-Conselery tots










Your Uni-Royol Tire Dealer






Rye Points 753.7992 Phase 753-1777 Free Parkuv
The Christian Book Center
Wayne & Cathy Perrin - Owners
- Obes-Roconb-leesic-looks -
-- Chord Swipries -Gifts -




Sir Cerierniersing Ilernme-Coomisertiol Refrigiereriee
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
WI Cleestwe Please 73141181
Tabers Body Shop, Inc.
• I „ , 1 , , I him li .Slifillin'
Kenlak• Marina
I M. WIL NAM-MGR
* SOUSE IliOaT RENTALS Ai
Ky. Labe Ste% Pan Ms 474 1743
r
Corvette Lanes Inc.
"DOWLINO AT ITS Boss"
141S Mad Street Memo ?S3-73e2
41) Murray Uphoistary Shop
, Modernize your furniture with new
upholstery
•li. ' A Complete Car Upholstery Center
DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House
West Ky. Rural Telephone




Flowers Ian all Occa%.6sets
Nouse Plants Lanies-castine
30e N fih 753 3751 733 1044
Serving Grams, Collowey, liorsbell, Celine (peones
is gy. and ibmg t..Tem.






Murray Warahoits• Corp., Inc.
DRAIN DIVISION
P4111501? Cash Prices ter Corti. Wheat A Soybeans







-m. Ilesiewenaiwas Orrice for Roo Priories-
 .au.., 'l's,,:
If God is your partner,
make your plans large
Ewing Tire Service
Tee Serve CenterTwo Comingic














Ce1 and Mrs Peones liflhaft-Ownitr 1
altaatt 426 1143 and 454 3376
Grecian Steak House
Tons Andrews - Tour Nest
We ere mooing specials (Nay, 141111. Mery Tbors.
I&. SW, Ss..-Ir -Seas Shpak *del
IN 1716 ht. 441 - CM im Won m 753-4419
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC
See Non Se. 12% & Story Chiestom St
753-2231 7534455 751-1215
Lassiter Auto Sales
North 12th St 753-2221
,0
it JuanIta's Flowors, Inc.
1,1 .4,,,,ii "WHEN YOU NEED FLOWERS-
: .4,... ,,,t Att. ' THINK OF OURS"
.7- 4f,s,'I lf•. .4„,. Noe, *dr- 
i! ,, arg t 17 Coldwater Rd 753 laa•
Mansion's Siorvka Station
PINUPS
C3.O54 o on SUNDAYS
66 ritiLL iris 46 recioucts,
We NO Street alsess• 733 1511








Freed Cotham Co. Inc.
Cearnweins-Sbeei MOM
Hutson Chemical Co. inc.




Servos. Farm comities SOW • 11114
Hollestr Ng Rd. 753 3e
"frwy Roy UV helm lets Mee Neve
line Woy'
lArierly's Nein Completr Wore
Nos, 110
lab a Chwaro Raw 113 AM100%. li*SO. 7533914 thip..e...1
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THE LITTLE MAN STRIKES - Little Kenn,/Bogard picked up about 20 yards on this play around left end. Eddie Adams (30) is put-
ting on a block while Kent Eversmeyer (SO) helped Bogard get started by springing open a hole on the left side.
(stun Photos by Mike &sodas)
Corbin Not At Full Strength As
They Prepare For Game Tonight
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLF, Ky. (AP) -
Corbin High School's football
players have all the fun while
Coach Archie Powers has all
the worries.
The youthful Redhounds,
bouyed by a 3-0 record and a
No. 3 ranking in State AA,
tackle Williamsburg, 2-3,
Friday night in its quest for a
fourth consecutive win.
According to form, _ it looks
like a routine night for Corbin.
But Powers won't tolerate talk
that the game will be a
pushover.
"I've been coaching a long
time, and I guess I get scared
every week," said Powers,
who figures that an upset is
possible in any game.
"I've had it happen a
number of times," he said
ruefully.
While Powers worries, he'll
be getting some on-the-field
assistance from a sophomore
wingback with a familiar
name.




basketball,sr Jerry Bird and
the :nephew of former UK
foot 11 greats Calvin and
P,dger Bird, has made an
4-auspicious beginning to his
varsity career.






Mrs GIFTS with -
Christian meaning—












in his first game and, one
week later, added all five
Corbin touchdowns in a 34-7
win over Pineville.
Bird didn't score a point in
last Friday's 10 cliffhanger
win over Middlesboro
"because of the type of
defense that Middlesboro
runs," Powers explained.
"Because a the adjustments
that Middlesboro made in the
second half, we went back to
some of his plays in the second
half."
While Bird kept Midy
dlesboro's defensive attention,
Corbin quarterback , Tom
Horvath scored a touchdown,
kicked an extra point and a
field goal to account for all of
the Redhoundt' points.
Powers. will admit that
"we've/ got a pretty good
foot.11 team. We've got some
od quality kids, but we don't
have that mady, We sustained Madisonville, No. 3 Paducah
some injuries (against Mid- Tilghman visit. Hopkinsville
dlesboro) and we jtist won't be ---and No. 5 -Ashland hosts
near full strength. Weve )ust/ Greenup County. No. 4
about run out of bacitli." Owensboro Catholic is idle.
In Fridaylmes involving
the top r tked Viimt,
Franklin-Simpson o( 'State
AAA travels to Ohio County,
Murray of State AA is at
Fulton City Aid Harrodsburg
of State X dalls on Lincoln
County, In Saturday games,
Bowling Green of State AAAA
visits dangerous Christian
'County and Bishop David of




No. 2 Trinity is at Thomas
Jefferson, No. 3 St. Xavier
meets No. 5 Manual and No. 4
Seneca tackles Eastern.
-State AAAA: No. 2
Henderson County is at
Little League Football
To Open Next Monday
Little League football will
open at Sp. m. next Monday in
Ty Holland Stadium.
In the first contest, the
Bears will play the defending
champion Steelers.
Players are made up of
sixth and seventh graders.
Last year, the players were
fifth and sixth graders.
In the second contest, which
will begin at approximately 6
p. m., the Colts will play the
Browns.
V,an Haverstock, Gary
Haverstock and Bill Whittaker
will be coaching the Browns.
Players for the Browns in-




tgomery, Brian Doyle, Keith
Houston, Keith Fain, Kirk
warner, Chris Grasty, Bart
Moore, Jon Overbey, Craig
Crawfnrd, Don Hargrove,
John Purdom and Jerry
Boggess.
Marshall Abell, Barry Drew
and Jimmy Cain are coaches
of the Colts. Players include
Mark Austin, Paul Austin,
Greg Cain, Mark Futrell, Billy
Joe Lee. David McCuiston.
Daniel Whiteford, Mark
Whiteford, Walter Payne,
Scott Turner, Barry Lee,
Darryl Blanton, William
Smith and Jeff Cartwright.
Nicky Ryan and Kenny
Humphreys are the coaches of
the Steelers. Players for the
Steelers are Paul Caldwell,
Gary Galloway, Tommy
Workman Mike Young, Chris
Fazi, Mike Davis, Jonathan
Crass, Todd Rutherford,
Darren Hooper, Nicky San-
tagado, Barry Bogard, Steve
Blivin, Jeff Owens, Jeff
Humphreys, David Heathcott,
Sam Kennedy, Phillip
Houston, Bobby Boyd and
Ronnie Pace.
Terry Turner and Gerald
Turner are the coaches this
season for the Bears. •
Members of the Bears in-
clude Greg Turner, Robert
Stout, Tim Brown, David
Denham, Neal Segal, David
York, Steven McDougal,
Stephon Reed, Stacy Smith,
Earl Birdsong, David Mc-
Millan, Stuart Alexander,
Jimmy West, Mike Childress
and Buddy Simmons.
The season will consist of six
games for air team.
-State AAA: No. 2
Erlanger Lloyd - entertains
Covington Holmes, No. „ 3
Newport Catholic visit's
NeWport, No. 4 Danville hosts






-State AA:. No. 2 Scott
County is at Woodford County,
No. 4 Mayfield is at ldwell






Grid Picks Now 27-5 For Season
Last Friday produced an 8-3 mark (the worst of the
season) for predicting area football games.
But that's fine.,! did pick Murray High over Mayfield and
the Tigers did win. I had the Tigers picked by a 20-point
margin and frankly, it could have very easily been that.
For the season, I now have a 27-5 record and that ain't
bad.
Let's take a look at the games around the area tonight.
REIDI4ND at Ballard by 14-Reidland is not a
powerhouse this season. They've been battered and beaten
in the pwacess of posting a 1-3 record and being outscored
105-24. Meanwhile, Ballard is 0-3 and has been outscored 70-
20 in the process. ReidLsrid should break loose tonight and
score more points in one game than they have all season.
MAYFIELD at Caldwell County by 10-Frankly, I'd like
to see Mayfield win this one, since Caldwell County is un-
defeated in District plav and will be at Murray High next
week. And frankly, though a lot of folks think Mayfield will
be down and Caldwell County will be really fired up, I think
Mayfield will kick some rears. The first half will decide this
game. -
TRIGG COUNTY at Crittenden County-The Rockets are
enjoying success with a 2-2 season this year. Tonight, they
will go back to their losing ways, say by about 20 mints.
MURRAY at Fulton City by 27-The Tigers may not be at
full strength tonight but we aren't going to say anything
about that. Surprises should come as surprises at game
time, not early enough for other teams to get a scouting
report.
Regardless; the ingers have enotigh depth they should
cakewalk. .1--
Don't be surprised if Fulton City scores the first touch-
down in the game either. They've had the tradition of get-
ting out early on the Tigers in the past few years then losing
the game.
Murray High could be somewhat down but they won't be
down for long, especially if the Bulldogs should happen to
score early and go out in front.
The Tigers need to win by at least the margin of predic-
tion over the Class A Bulldogs. Otherwise, Murray's num-
-State A: No. 2 Raceland one rating in Class AA and the third rating in the Lit-,is
at East Carter, No. 3 Ft.
Campbell is at Russellville
and No. 4 Richmond Madison
..entertains Lexington Sayre.
No. 5 Bellevue is idle.
GOLF
NAPA, Calif. - Johnny
Miller scored a hole-in-one
and strolled to a course
record, nine-under-par 63 and
the first-round lead in the
$175,000 Kaiser International
Oven Golf Tournament.
Ratipgs could go down the drain.
A 1 14 point win for Murray isn't going to help. Also, if
Murray I.going to win this one by a large margin, look for a
big first haltfrom the Tigers.
John Hina wOuid like nothing more than to get to play
everyone on the squad. and rest key players for next week's
big District clash with Caldwell County.
FORT CAMPBELL at Russellville-Russellville is
fading, Fort Campbell is shining. Look for the Falcons to be
about 24 points more shiny than Russellville.
HEATH at Fulton County by 14-Billed as a key Class A
game, it won't be. Fulton County is not-that good, Heath is
now. There is no way Fulton County can Stop big Clarence
Johnson of Heath, that is, no legal way. ,
Tiger Eighth Graders
Romp To Easy Victory
The Murray Middle School'
eighth grade Tigers opened
their season in Holland
Stadium Thursday afternoon
with a 42-12 romp over a
hapless and small Livingston
leounty team. -
There was no seventh grade
game. This year, . seventh
graders, along with sixth
graders, play Little League
football.
Murray fell behind just 90
seconds into the game. Randy
Grimes, probably the biggest
player on the field, broke loose
around the right side for a 60-
yard touchdown run to give
Livingston County a 6-0 lead:
But Livingston County,
which does not have a high
school football program, was
so small and frail, they could
riot stop the Murray Middle
offensive attack.
On the first offensive play
for the Tigers, quarterback
Greg Morton fired a 35-yard
completion to Greg Schan-
bacher to put the Tigers on the
Rocket 35.
Three plays later, Darwin
Bumphis carried 25 yards to
paydirt, on an option, to give
Murray a tie. On the cop-
version, Robert Santagado
dove off left tackle for the two-
pointer and Murray led 8-6.
Grimes kept eating
Murray's defense up on the
ground and single-handedly,
carried Livingston County to
the Tiger 12 before the defense
finally got fired up and
stopped the Rockets' offensive
attack.
After that, the Tiger offense
took over. With just under two
minutes left in the first half.
Bumphis struck again, this
time from three yards out, and
with Scott Hill's conversion
run, the Tigers had a 16-6 lead
On the following kickoff,
Tim Foster recovered a
fumble on the Rocket 20 but
the Tigers were not able to
work the ball in before time
expired in the half.
On the first offensive series
of the third period, Morton
fired a 40-yard completion to
Eddie Requarth and that put
the Tigers on the Rocket 29
500 Gallons
of Gas
With the purchase of any new
1976 Mercury Comet
or Bobcat
- One Week Only*
Sale Starts September 23
Ends September 30
Must Buy From Stock
Nice Selection To
Choose From
Your Franchised Lincoln-Mercury Dealer
Hatcher Auto Sales
515 South 12th Street
753-4961
The Tigers were not able to
score on the series.
With only 22 seconds left in
the third period, Murray made
it 22-6 as Santagado scored
from 11 yards out. The con-
version run failed.
Less than 90 seconds into the
fourth period, Foster ran 30
yards from scrimmage for a
touchdown. Santagado's
conversia rim made it a 30-6
game.
With 4:30 left in the contest,
Mike Gough recovered a
fumble on the Rocket 24. Just
one minute later and it was 36-
6 as Scott Hill carried in from
five yards. The conversion
pass failed.
The final Livingston County
touchdown carne when
Grimes ran 75 yards from
scrimmage to make it a 36-12
contest.
With only 1:41 left in the
game, Eddie Requarth
returned the Livingston
County kickoff 57 yards for a
touchdown. The conversion
failed and Murray led 42-12.
Only seconds remained in
the contest when Grimes
broke loose for what appeared
to be a sure TD run. But little
Scott Hill somehow caught up
with the speedy Grimes and
knocked him out of bounds on
the Tiger 1, after a gain of
over 40 yards by Grimes.
The Tiger eighth graders
will play a 4:45 p. m. contest at
Benton Tuesday.
tut ,12 Players
ATLANTA ( AP) - The
Atlanta Flames were left with
a 27-man National Hockey
League roster after cutting 12
players from their training
camp roster Thursday night.
Those cut included forwards
Mike Bradbury, Dale
McMullin and John Sturges;
goaltenders Mark Earp and
Lorne Molleken and defen-
semen Peter Brown, Larry
Carriere, Dave Hanson, Rick
Hodgson, Tom Lindskog, Dick
Spannbauer and Glen Surbey.
•
TILGHMAN at Hopkinsville by one-Why am I doing
this? I don't know. Tilghman has that third place rating in
4A and Hoptown has its home field and its pride. This one
could turn out the other way.
LONE OAK at Marshall County by six-It's a key District
game for both teams. Lone Oak is 2-1 and based on that, I'll
go with the Flash.
Webster County at TODD CENTRAL-Todd Central is 2-2
while Webster County is winless. I'll take Todd Central by
20.
McLean County at WARREN CENTRAL-Though
McLean County scored 22 points last week, they have to
rate as the slight underdogs in this lackluster game.
Warren Central by nine.
Union County at GWENSBORO-The names look im-
pressive. However, Union County isn't as impressive this
year as they have been in the past. Owensboro by 14.
One Saturday game: BOWLING GREEN by 23 over
Christian County.
Wildcats Expecting To
See Plenty Of Passing
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) -
Two guys will try to get up off
the mat Saturday when
Kentucky plays host to West
Virginia in an intersectional
football game.
Each was squashed by a
nationally-ranked opponent
last weekend - Kentucky
humbled by Kansas and West
Virginia put down by
Maryland.
Inpoth cases, the coaches of
Saturday's matchup feel their
most recent losses were by
scores larger than the talent
on their teams dictates.
"We were in the (Maryland)
ballgame despite what the
score indicates," West
Virginia Coach Frank Cignetti
said.
"There were only a few
plays that made a big dif-
ference and the score could
have been a lot closer,"
Kentucky Coach Fran Curdi
said after his 38-16 loss to
Kansas.
The Kentucky coaches are
expecting a barrage of passes
from West Virginia par-
ticularly on the arm of Dan
Kendra, a junior from
Allentown, Pa.
However, the Mountaineers
only went to, the air late in the
game aekist Maryland when




still contends that the pass -
off West Virginia's veer of-
fense - is the number one
concern of his unit.
"We'll have to get a good
pass rush and play, good zone
defense," Bailey said.
"When we do play man-for-
man we're just going to have
to get after the passer and put
him on his back a few times
and create some long yardage
situations," Bailey said.
Kentucky, as usual, will use
its newfound wishbone offense
sparkled by quarterback
Derrick Ramsey, who has
scored five touchdowns
rushing and passed for two
more in the first two games of
the season.
The rest of the Wildcat
backfield - Chris Hill, lidd
Stewart and Gregg Woods
have added to the offense,


























CLIP HERE•CLIP HERE•CLIP HERE•CLIP HEP,E
Coupon
ONE DOLLAR OFF 1
Any Size Pizza
8:00 PM til Midnight
SUN. MON. TUES. WED. THURS. 6'
4 #
011.





Not good for delivery or carry-out
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ALL SMILES — Robert Santagado of the eighth grade Tigers is all smiles after crossing the goal-line for a TD in the win over
Livingston County. Other Tigers include Darwin Bumphis (43) and Al Ball (35).
DEFENSE STARS — The defense of the Tiger freshman team was super in the 28-0 win over Benton Thursday. Here, Jeff Powell
of Benton is about to get creamed by David Reed (44) and Kevir Vaughn (63). Other Tigers in the picture are Tim Miller (75) and
Zech Jones (74).
(Stiff Pbetor by Mike thitedoe)
Swift And Defense Key
Tiger Frosh To 28-0 Win
Defense is getting to be a big
word around Murray High.
With the varsity Tigers
rolling along with a 3-0 record
and having given up only one
touchdown in the process,
everyone is talking about
defense. •
All the talking rubbed off on
the Tiger freshman team.
After falling 14-6 last Thur-
sday to powerful Heath in the
season opener, Murray came
roaring back last night to post
a 28-0 win over Benton.
Benton was 6-2 last year as
eighth graders and the Indians
were undefeated in two starts
this season, romping over
Ballard Memorial and Trigg
County.
Not only was Benton a good
club, they were very big. But
the Tiger defense didn't mind.
ton did not cross mid-
field the.,entire game. In fact,
they had oily one first down
all night, du,t coming on a
penalty.
Early in the firgt,period, on
the first Tiger Offensive
series, fullback Nickey' Swift
carried over from five yards
out and then ran in the con-
version to boost the-Tigers to
an 8-0 lead.
Late in the second period,
behind the powerful running of
Swift and Nick Hibbard, the
Tigers marched downfield
again.
With 3:04 left in the half,
Swift carried over from three
yards out. Rich ,Rollins'
conversion pass was in-
complete and Murray had a
14-0 lead.
Midway through the third
period, Mark Barber of the
Tigers pounced on a Berton
fumble and recovered at the
Indian 17.
Swift took the ball on the
next play and ran, bulldozed
and spun for what everyone
thought was a touchdown.
However, because the field
was rather poorly marked,
Swift stopped five yards too
soon.
Two plays later, Hibbard
bulled in from four yards out
and after the conversion pass
failed, the Tigers led 20-0.
Murray's final TD came
with 6:28 left in the game
when Swift made a sparkling
35-yard run -down the left side
for a six-pointer.
Rollins' conversion pass to
Bradley Wells Was complete
and the Tigers had a 28-0 lead.
Offensive players receiving
plaudits from the coaching
staff included Zach Jones,
Dwight McDowell, Tim
Miller, Kent Eversmeyer,
Greg Vaughn, Charlie Wells,





Garland, Swift, Bradley Wells
and Reed Hornsby.
Murray, now 1-1, will host
an undefeated and rugged
Jetton freshman club at 6:30
p. m. next Thursday in
Holland Stadium.
Tech And Western Tabbed As




Tennessee Tech will take up
on Saturday where the two
teams left off last year— tied.
Those two Ohio Valley
Conference-powers shared the
league's football title last year
and OVC coaches figure it will
be another dead heat in 1976.
Western, 1-0-1, opens its
league schedule in Bowling
Green, _Ky., against Austin
Peay, 1-1, while Tech, 1-1,
entertains Murray, 1-2.
"1 expected Austin Peay to
be a real fine dark horse in our
league, because they didn't
lose very many people," said
Western Kentucky Coach
Jimmy Feix. "They ran into
UT-Martin and got beat ( 24-0),




it looks like Austin Peay
may have come back from
that against M-Ts Hill and
gotten it together," he said,
referring to the Gover-ior's 22-
0 whipping of the North
NOTICE
There will be a special called meeting for all
members of United Automobile Workers of Local
Union No. 1068. The purpose of the meeting will
be to discuss and vote on a contract proposal.
The meeting will be held at the Capri Theatre
on Saturday, September 25, 1976, at 8 a. m.
ALL MEMBERS
ARE URGED TO ATTEND
Carolina school last Saturday.
In other OVC games
Saturday, the first weekend of
conference play, East Ten-
nessee, 0-1, visits Eastern
Kentucky, 2-1, and Morehead




defense has carried the dab so
far. The Hilltoppers have
surrendered only two touch-
downs in two games, but the.
offense has been able to score
only two over the same period.
Feix said that junior
quarterback Billy Smith, a
starter last year before being
sidelined by a knee injury, will
probably get the starting call
against Austin Peay. But
Doug Davis, who opened the
first two games this year, and
Steve Larimore will see
considerable action.
There's A such quar-
terback problem at Tennessee
Tech, where ,i111-0VC signal
caller Gary Perdue holds
forth. Perdue scored one
touchdown 1 and passed for
another last Week While being
named co-winner of the OVC
offensive player of the week
award.
After an opening game
victory, Murray has fallen on
rough times. The Racers
dropped a 13-10 decision to
Western Carolina last week,
but got an encouraging per-
formance from giarterback
Mike Dickens. Sidelined with
an injury, Dickens came off
the bench in the second half to
guide Murray to its only
touchdown.
Eastern Kentucky enters
conference play after a
surprisingly easy 28-0 win last
- week over Wittenberg, the
defending NCAA Division III





while, is coming off a 44-3
licking at the hands of
Appalachian State. East
Tennessee Coach Roy Frazier
said that mast a( the Buc-
caneer's errors in that game
"are correctable," and he's
had two weeks to iron them
out.
Middle Tennessee died
the run against UT-Martin hu!
will be challenged by th.
%sing of Morehead's Phi,
Simms this time around
Simms, who shared OVC
offensive honors with Perdue
this week, completed 18 Of 25
passes for 207 yards and the
Eagles' only touchdown.
In other games involving
Kentucky teams, Centre, 1-0,
hosts Washington & Lee and
Georgetown College, 2-0,
entertains Marietta College.
Kentucky State is idle.
Centre opened its season on
a high note last Saturday with
tailback Jim Shannon rushing
for 93 yards, including a 43-
yard scoring scamper. But the
big news in Danville these
days is a Centre defense that
held Oberlin to just 44 yards
rushing and 142 yards overall
while racking up, two safeties
in a 21-0 win.
Senior tailback Rubin
McIntyre and junior fullback
Alan Rhine have been the
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GOOD GAIN — David Reed (44) of the Tiger freshman team picke
d up about 20 yards on this
punt return. Blocking, and doing a fine job of it, is little Kenny Bogard 
of the Tigers.
- - (Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
" GOODBYE — Randy Grimes of Livingston County carries the ball 60 
yards around the right side
on this play for a touchdown. Chasing Grimes for the Murray Middle Schoo
l eighth grade Tigers
are Bruce Taylor (62) and Darwin Bomphis (43).
A's Move To Within Five Of
Royals, Orioles Sweep Yanks
;By KEN RAPPOPORT Yankees' "magic number"
. AP Sports Writer for clinching their division is
The Kansas City Royals had merely three. However,
;fie opportunity to slam the Dempsey, the Baltimore
st.00r in Oakland's face, but the catcher, is hoping for a
s still have their feet inside. miracle.
very confident," "I don't really think there's
said Oakland's Sal Bando. any way they can blow it,"
The New York Yankees had said Dempsey. "But they
the chance to seal the door on really have to break their
Baltimore, but the Orioles still necks now. If we win all our
see a crack. games I think they'll really
' "It's possible they'll con- have to go hard to win three."
ue to lose more games," In other American League
id Baltimore's Rick action, the Boston Red Sox
7Dempsey. "The Philadelphia routed the Milwaukee
,p hillies blew it in 1964 Brewers 10-3; the Minnesota
fiStanehow." Twins blanked the Chicago
The runners-up in the two White Sox 3-0 and the Teas
'-American League divisional Rangers nipped the California
:races remained on the critical Angels 6-5.
list, but both still had a wisp of Torrez hurled a five-hitter to
:.):sofie after ''must" victories lead Oakland's victor
y.
ever the leaders Thursday Torrez, 15-11, was in control
all the way, allowing a lone
The A's refused to die with run in the sixth on singles by
:Ian 8-1 rout of Kansas City that Tom Poquette, Amos Otis and
moved them within five John Mayberry,
games of the West leaders. Taking the loss was Kansas
The Orioles shocked the city starter Dennis Leonard,
Yankees 2-1 to sweep their 17-9, who gave up five runs in
four-game series and climb the first two innings. The A's
within 71/2 games of the East pounded seven hits, but were
front-runners. aided by nine walks, three
"We might have instilled wild pitches and one hit
some doubt in them," said batter.
Bando after the A's second Rookie Mike Flanagan
straight rout of the Royals. outdueled veteran Catfish
Acknowledging a possible kjunter for his third major
pennant race in the West, league victory as Baltimore
Oakland pitcher Mike Torrez again stalled New York's
said: "We know we have to pennant drive. Flanagan
win every game. Hopefully, allowed six singles and Ken
Texas will give us a little help. Singeleton drove th botb
Anewe're going to have to Baltimore runs with a
sweep in Chicago." seventh-inning triple and a
t The Orioles face more of an ninth-inning single. The set-
;;;Inocisaible mission, since the back was the fifth in a row for
Our great western boot
takes to the wide open
spaces of town, country
or campus. Dexter does it
ih leather ins' and out.
Just whifyoMeans need







the Yankees, their longest
losing streak of the season.
Red Sox 10, Brewers 3
Jim Rice, Bob Montgomery,
Dwight Evans and Jack Baker
featured a 12-hit attack with
home runs, powering Boston
over Milwaukee. Veteran
Boston left-hander Bill Lee, 5-
7, posted his first complete-
game victory since Aug. 24,
1975, scattering nine hits.
Twins 3, White Sox 0
Larry Hisle tripled leading
off the eighth inning to break
up Ken Brett's no-hitter and
scored on Craig Kusick's
sacsif ice fly as Minnesota beat
Chicago. Pete Redfern, 7-8,
tossed a three-hitter while









are talking, and more im-
portantly playing, like win-
ners once again.
"Only a monurnental
collapse can beat us now, and
we're not capable of that,"
said veteran catcher Tim
McCarver, whose two-run
homer helped Philadelphia
beat the St. Louis Cardinals 7-
3 Thursday night behind the
pitching of Steve Carlton, who
posted his 19th victory.
"That's the way we played
the first part of the year,"
observed Carlton. "We're
starting to play again like we
know how."
New York at
Montreal was postponed by
rain and cold weather.
The Phils' magic number is
now five — any combination of
five Philadelphia wins or
Pittsburgh losses will give the
Phils the division title.
Carlton, 19-6, gave up seven
hits and struck out nine over
the first eight innings before
tiring. Ron Reed pitched a
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
Phila 92 59 .609 —
Pitts 87 66 .569 6
New York 81 71 .533 11/2
Chicago 71 83 .461 221/
St. Louis 68 84 .447 241/2
Montreal 52 98 .347 391/2
West
x-Cinci 98 55 .641 —
Los Ang 87 66 .569 11
Houston 76 78 .494 221/
San Francisco70 85 .452 24
San Diego 68 85 .444 30
Atlanta 67 87 .435 31,-2
x-clinched division title
Thursday's Results
Pittsburgh 5, Chicago 4, 10 in-
nings
Philadelphia 7, St. Louis 3
New York at Montreal, ppd.,
rain
Los Angeles 4, San Francisco
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Philadelphia ( Christenson 12-
8 and Lonborg 16-10) at Mon-
treal (Stanhouse. 7-12 and Ro-
gers 6-16), 2, ( t-n
Pittsburgh ( Candelaria 15-6
and Rooker 13-8) at St. Louis




W L Pct. GB
New York 92 60 .605
Baltimore 85 68 .556
Cleveland 77 74 .510 14'
Boston 77 77 .500 16
Detroit 68 83 .450 231/2
Milwkee 65 88 .425 271/2
West
Kan City 88 65 .575
Oakland 83 70 .542 5
Minnesota 80 75 .516 9
California 71 84 .458 18
Texas 70 84 .455 181/2
Chicago 63 91 .409 25,,2
Thursday's Results
Boston 10, Milwaukee 3
Baltimore 2, New York 1
Oakland 8, Kansas City 1
Minnesota 3, Chicago 0




The Phils broke the game
open with three runs in the
fourth inning, two of them on
McCarver's third home run of
the season.
Three players were hit by
pitches in the late innings. In
the bottom of the eighth,
Cards reliever Al Hrabosky—
raked in the eighth inning
Wednesday night when the
Phillies scored eight runs —
hit Bobby Tolan and Greg
Luzinski with pitches.
The Phillies claimed it was
deliberate, that Hrabosky was
angry and frustrated by his
earlier performance. In the
ninth, a pitch from Reed hit
the Cards' leadoff hitter,
Hector Cruz.
Home plate umpire Dick
Stello issued a warning to
Feed, which carries with it an
automatic $100 fine.
"It was worth it, whatever it
cost," said Phillies Massager
Danny Ozark. "We'll pay the
fine. I'll pay it myself."
p ir a tes 5, cubs4,
The Pirates came up witY
about as unlikely a hero as
possible — Ed Ott, a 25-year-
old rookie third-string catcher
who was making his first
major league start.
First Ott made a spec-
tacular tag on a play at the
plate to prevent the winning
run from scoring in the bottom
of the ninth. Then he rapped a
run-adoring double in the 10th
to score Rennie Stennett with
the decisive tally.
Ott was in the lineup only
becuase injuries shelved the
Pirates' top two catchers,
Manny Sanguillen and Duffy
Dyer.
The game was the fifth
straight for the Pirates which
has been decided in the last
inning, including all four in the
series which they split with
the Cubs.
Dodgers 4, Giants 1
Burt Hooton pitched a three-
hitter to raise his record to 11-
14, retiring 16 batters in a row
in one stretch. He pitched his
way out of a bases-loaded,
one-out jam in the ninth by
getting Bobby Murcer to fly





Aren't Ready To Panic
' By,BRUCELOWIIT
AP Sports Writir
"There's an old adage in pro
football: You don't want to
play a team used to winning
after it's lost and you don't
want to, play a team used to
losing after it's won."— The
Wit and Wisdom of Lou Holtz.
Sounds logical.
A perennial winner which
has just suffered an unex-
pected setback is likely to
come out roaring in order to
rectify the situation.
A loser which has just pulled
off an upset may well become
a believer in itself, play over
its head and pull off another
one.
Holtz New York Jets face
the first half of the quandary
in Sunday's National Football
League action. They visit the
Miami Dolphins, 'fitho got
shocked last weekend. The
Pittsburgh Steelers face the
second half, hosting the New
England Patriots, who did the
shocking.
In Sunday's other action it's
Buffalo at Tampa Bay, Green
Bay at Cincinnati, Atlanta at
Chicago, Minnesota at
Detroit, New Orleans at
Kansas City, Oakland at
Houston, Baltimore at Dallas,
Cleveland at Denver, the New
York Giants at Los Angeles,
St. Louis at San Diego and San
Francisco at Seattle. On
Monday night it's Washington
at Philadelphia.
"This is a time not to panic,
to believe in what you're
.doing, to learn from your
mistakes ... and to try to put
everything back together,"
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Contains sectioned rod, oil, so
lvents, bore brusfi, slotted
tips and instructions for expert 
cleaning.






quality cherry wood with walnut
Felt lined erooves.
ade of heavy duty webbing.
Holds 24 shells. Sizes 40-
4.
Speedy lubricant protects
metal and loosens mated
parts.
Bel-Air Shopping Center 753-.777
9-9 Mon.-Sot. Equal Oppor
tunity Employer
14 Limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parki
ngSon.
Warmth and comfort arc
provided by this quality
sleeping bag filled with
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ling. Model 8137-738.
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77 Cars & Jeeps
Are Here
C1-7, CJ-5, Pacer ( & Pacer Wagon)
Gremlin, Hornet & Matador.
806 Coldwater Road 753-6448
West Kentucky
Rural Telephone
237 No. 8th, Mayfield
Serving Graves, Calloway, Marshall,




7:30 cm til 11 pm — Sun.-Thurs
7:30 a.m til midnight — Fri. 8. Sat.
RanctrIones (34 Racer fullback and fqrmer Mayfield High School star carries ball in last weea)oss to
Western Carolina.
Saturday, September 25th, 7:30 PM
Cookeville, Tennessee
This page made possible by these supporting firms
The Nation's No 1 Creditor
in Agriculture
304 No. 4th Murray,Ky.
The most modern, up to date, mobile
home court in Western Ky.
and only 1/2 mile from campus
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9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sun.
Direct Service to Louisville,
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GOOD GAIN — David Reed (44) of the Tiger freshman team picked up 
about 20 yards on this
punt return. Blocking, and doing a fine job of it, is little Kenny Bogard of
 the Tigers.
(Staff Photos by Mike Broiritioa)
GOODBYE — Randy of Livingston County carries the boll 60 yards around the right side
on this play for a touchdowns. Chasing Grimes for the Murray Middle School eighth grad
e Tigers
are Bruce Taylor (62) and Darwin Bumphis (43).
A's Move To Within Five Of
Royals, Orioles Sweep Yanks
;By KEN RAPPOPORT Yankees' "magic number"
AP Sports Writer for clinching their division is
. The Kansas City Royals had merely three. However,
the opportunity to slam the Dempsey, - the Baltimore
cioor in Oakland's face, but the catcher, is hoping for a
lj's still have their feet inside. miracle.
"We're very confident," "I don't really think there's
said Oakland's Sal Bando. any way they can blow it,"
The New York Yankees had said Dempsey. "But they
the chance to seal the door on
Baltimore, but the Orioles still
see a crack.
"It's possible they'll con-
In' tie to lose More games,"
said Baltimore's Rick
Dempsey. "The Philadelphia
Phillies blew it in 1964
somehow."
The runners-up in the two
American League divisional
:Ogees remained on the critical
list, but both still had a wisp of
bope after "must" victories
"..„Wver the leaders Thursday
1.eight.
The A's refused to die with
8-1 rout of Kansas City that
ved them within five
es of the West leaders.
e Orioles shocked the
Yankees 2-1 to sweep their
four-game series and climb
within 71%2 games of the East
front-runners.
"We might have instilled
some doubt in them," said
really have to break their
necks now. If we win all or
games I think they'll really
have to go hard to win three."
In other American League
action, the Boston Red Sox
routed the Milwaukee
Brewers 10-3; the Minnesota
Twins blanked the Chicago
White Sox 3-0 and the Texas
Rangers nipped the California
Angels 6-5.
Torrez hurled a five-hitter to
lead Oakland's victory.
Torrez, 15-11, was in control
all the way, allowing a lone
run in the sixth on singles by
Tom Poquette, Amos Otis and
John Mayberry.
Taking the loss was Kansas
City starter Dennis Leonard,
17-9, who gave up five runs in
the first two innings. The A's
pounded seven hits, but were
aided by nine walks, three
wild pitches and one hit
batter.
Bando after the A's second Rookie Mike Flanagan
straight rout of the Royals. • outdueled veteran Catfish
Acknowledging a possible' Hunter for his third major
pennant race in the West,
Oakland pitcher Mike Torrez
said: "We know we have to
win every game. Hopefully,
Texas will give us a little help.
And we're going to have to
eep in Chicago."
The Orioles face more of an
Possible mission, since the
Our great western boot
takes to the wide open
spaces of town, country
cir campus. Dexter does it
01 leather inside and out.
1,ust what your jeans need







league victory as Baltimore
again stalled New York's
pennant drive. Flanagan
allowed six singles and Ken
Singeleton drove in both
Baltimore runs with a
seventh-inning triple and a
ninth-inning single. The set-
back was the fifth in a row for





are talking, and more im-
portantly playing, like win-
ners once again.
"Only a monumental
collapse can beat us now, and
we're not capable of that,"
said veteran catcher Tim
McCarver, whose two-run
homer helped Philadelphia
beat the St. Lk:Us Cardinals 7-
3 Thursday night behind the
pitching of Steve Carlton, who
posted his 19th victory.
"That's the way we played
the first part of the year,"
observed Carlton. "We're
starting to play again like we
know how."
New York 'at
Montreal was postponed by
rain and cold weather.
The Phils' magic number is
now five — any combination of
five Philgdelphia wins or
Pittsburgh losses will give the
• Phils the division title.
Carlton, 19-6, gave up seven
hits and struck out nine over -
the first eight innings before
tiring. Ron Reed pitched a
the Yankees, their longest
losing streak of the season.
Red Sox 10, Brewers 3
Jim Rice, Bobltiontgomery,
Dwight Evans and Jack Baker
featured a 12-hit attack with
home runs, powering Boston
over Milwaukee. Veteran
Boston left-hander Bill Lee, 5-
7, posted his first complete-
game victory since Aug. 24,
1975, scattering nine hits.
Twins 3, White Sex 0
Larry Hisle tripled leading
off the eighth inning to break
up Ken Brett's no-hitter and
scored on Craig Kusick's
sacrifice fly as Minnesota beat
Chicago. Pete Redfern, 7-8,
tossed a three-hitter while






W L Pct. GB
Phila 92 59 .609 —
Pitts 87 66 .569 6
New York 81 71 .533 111/2
Chicago 71 83 .461 221/2
St. Louis 68 84 .447 241/2
Montreal 52 98 .347 391/2
West
x-Cinci 98 55 .641 —
Los Ang 87 56 .569 11
Houston 76 78 .494 221/
San Francisco70 85 .452 29
San Diego 68 85 .444 30
Atlanta 67 87 .435 31½
x-clinched division title
Thursday's Results
Pittsburgh 5, Chicago 4, 10 in-
nings
Philadelphia 7, St. Louis 3
New York at Montreal, ppd.,
rain




Philadelphia ( Christenson 12-
8 and Lonborg 16-10) at Mon-
treal (Stanhouse 7-12 and Ro-
gers 6-16), ( t-n
Pittsburgh (Candelaria 15-6
and Rooker 13-8) at St. Louis




W L Pct. GB
New York 92 60 .605 —
Baltimore 85 68 .556 71/2
Cleveland 77 74 .510 141/2
Boston 77 77 .500 16
Detroit 68 83 .450 231/2
Milwkee 65 88 .425 271/2
West
Kan City ;.; 65 .575
Oakland 83 70 .542 5
Minnesota 80 75 .516 9
California 71 84 .458 18
Texas 70 84 .455 181/2
Chicago 63 91 .409 251/2
Thursday's Results
Boston 10, Milwaukee 3
Baltimore 2, New York I
Oakland 8, Kansas City 1
Minnesota 3; Chicago 0
,Texas 6, Calinornia 5
 Ibnly games scheduled
scoreless.ninth.
The Phils broke the game
open with three runs in the
fourth inning, two of them on
McCarver's third home run of
the season.
Three players were hit by
pitches in the late innings. In
the bottom of the eighth,
Cards reliever Al Hrabosky--
raked in the eighth inning
Wednesday night when the
Phillies scored eight runs —
hit Bobby Tolan and Greg
Luzinski with pitches.
The Phillies claimed it was
deliberate, that Hrabosky was
angry and frustrated, by his
ethlier -performancer.. In the
ninth, a pitch frolin Reed hit
the Care' leadoff hitter,
HectOr Cruz.
Home plate umpire Dick
Stello issued a warning to
Reed, which carries with it an
automatic $100 fine.
"It was worth it, whatever it
cost," said Phillies Manager
Danny Ozark. "We'll pity the
fine. I'll pay it myself."
- Pirates 5, Cubs 4
The Pirates came up with
about as unlikely a hero as
possible — Ed Ott, a 25-year-
old rookie third-string catcher
who was making his first
major league start.
First Ott made a spec-
tacular tag on a play at the
plate to prevent the winning
run from scoring in the bottom
of the ninth. Then he rapped a
run-scoring double in the 10th
to score Rennie Stennett with
the decisive tally.
Ott was in the lineup only
becuase injuries shelved the
Pirates' top two catchers,
Manny Satiguillen and Duffy
Dyer.
The game was the fifth
straight for the Pirates which
has been decided in the last
inning, including all four in the
series which they split with
the Cubs.
Dodgers 4, Giants 1
Burt Hooton pitched a three-
hitter to raise his recotd to 11-
14, retiring 16 batters in a row
inone stretch. He pitched his
way out of a bases-loaded,
one-out jam in the ninth by
getting Bobby Murcer to fly
out and Gary Thomasson to
pop out.
(MIIRRA1 LEILER s TLMIES)
PORTS
Shula Says Dolphins
Aren't Ready To Panic
By BRUCE Lown-r
AP Sports Writer
"There's an old adage in pro
football: You don't want to
play a team used to winning
after it's lost and you don't
want to play a team used to
losing after it's won." — The
Wit and Wisdom of Lou Holtz.
Sounds logical.
A perennial winner which
has just suffered an unex-
pected setback is likely to
come out roaring in order to
rectify the situation.
A loser which has just pulled
off an upset may well become
a believer in itself, play over
its head and pull off another
one.
Holtz' New York Jets face
the first half of the quandary
in Sunday's National Football
League action. They visit the
Miami Dolphins, who got
shocked last weekend. The
Pittsburgh Steelers face the
second half, hosting the New
England Patriots, who did the
shocking.
In Sunday's other action it's
Buffalo at Tampa Bay, Green
Bay at Cincinnati, Atlanta at
Chicago, Minnesota at
Detroit, New Orleans at
Kansas City, Oakland at
Houston, Baltimore at Dallas,
Cleveland at Denver, the New
York Giants at Los Angeles,
St. Louis at San Diego and San
Francisco at Seattle. On
Monday night it's Washington
at Philadelphia.
"This is a time not to panic,
to believe in what you're
doing, to learn from your
mistakes ... and to try to put
everything back together,"
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Made of heavy duty webbing.
Holds 24 shells. Sizes 40-
Red.
Speedy lubricant protects
metal and loosens rusted
parts:
Bel-Air Shopping Center 7,34771
9.9 pAon._set. Equal Opportunity Employer
1-6 Son. Limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parkin
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cherry wood with walnut
Warmth and comfort are
provided by this quality
sleeping bag filled with
four pounds of acryfil fil-
ling. Model 8137-738.
4






77 Cars & Jeeps
Are Here
CJ-7, CJ-S, Pacer ( & Pacer Wagon)
Gremlin, Hornet & Matador.
806 Coldwater Road 753-6448
West Kentucky
Rural Telephone
237 No. 8th, Mayfield
Serving Graves, Calloway, Marshall,




7:30 am til 11 pm — San.-Thurs
7:30 a.m til midnight — Fri. S. Sat.
Randy Jones (34 Racer fullback and former Mayfield High School star carries ball in last weeks loss to
Western Carblina.
Saturday, September 25th, 7:30 PM
Cookeville, Tennessee
This page made possible by these supporting firms
The Nation's No. 1 Criditor
in Agriculture
304 No. 4th Murray,Ky.
The most modern, up to date, mobile
home court in Western Ky.
cad only 1/2 mile from campus
.Mobltt Home Rentals •Mobile Home space Available
Bel-Air Shopping Center
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1 : 06_ Baseball
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AP)-What has a save-the
environment bombing, an ex-
porn queen posing as a young
executive's Wife, an alienated
son, a radical daughter and a
fifyish, public-be-damned
board member who is having
a tawdry affair with the
alienated lad's former
sweetie?
"Executive Suite" on CBS.
You win. Go directly to the
bored room. Ask decent, hard-
working Don Walling, head of
a conglomerate called the
Cardway Corp., to straighten
all this out. Then pray.
But prayer may not help,
judging from Monday's start
of this serialized corporate
soap opera, put in CBS'
evening schedule after ABC's
success with "Rich Man, Poor
Man" and "Family" last
season.
It has more bad plots afoot
than a town hall meeting in
Beruit. For openers, Don's
radical daughter plants a
bomb. It blows up a Cardway
plant that makes pesticides
believed to cause cancer in
mice.
Not knowingbahetd it, he is
discussing tileblast at a board
meeting when the phone rings.
It is his wife. "Darling," she
says. "Forgive me. I know
- you're in a board meeting,
bat..." Hoo-hah. His alienated
son is home, having spent 10
months in France failing to
become an artist. But Pop
can't come home now.
The board is pondering a
halt in pesticide-making until
the mice feel better. And the
public-be-damned board
member, who covets Pop's
job, is saying the halt will cost
millions and "we can't throw
that away."
When Pop does get home, he
hears junior bitterly admit
failure and mention a need
for, ah, a job. But not as an
executive. Says Junior: "I'd
rather come home tired and
dirty instead of used up."
If that's not enough, Pop
faces a big board fight
because he wants to install on
the board a bright young
consumer relations executive.
The idea is to improve cor-
porate relations with the
public.
Little does he know that the
rascal's "wife" is an ex-porn
queen who, upon coming to
town to join her beloved, gets
a card that says: "Flower of
Paradise - call me. Brad."
Brad is not her old man.
No good can come of all this,
unless you'd like to hoot 200
times more than you did
watching the cardboard
characters, wretched dialogue




LOS ANGELES ( AP) - The
tireless Katharine Hepburn
will go from a strenuous
movie to a lengthy stage tour
without a breather.
"They're already rehear-
sing thi- play without me,"
said ttfe actress as she
finished the film "Oily Oily
Oxen Free," in which she
dangled from a flying gas
balloon.
The play is Enid Bagnold's
-A Matter of Gravity," in
which Miss Hepburn appeared
in New York last season. She
will be taking it to Denver, Los
Angeles, San Diego, Phoenix,
San Francisco, Vancouver,
Portland, Seattle and possibly
Chicago.
"I always like to tour my
plays," she explained. "I have
relatives all over the country,
and this is the best way to visit
them."
TALLEST DOORS
LOS ANGELES ( AP ) - The
world's tallest doors, 45 stories
high, are on the Vehicle Assein-
bly Building at Cape Canaver-
al, Fla., according to the Rand
McNally "Traveler's Alma-
nac."
The doors, plus spaceship
launch pads and other exhibits
at Kennedy Space Center, are
visible on NASA-conducted bus
tours that depart from the in-




























Lexington-Richmond WKLE 415 Cowan Creek-Eolis  9
Louisville WKMJ 68 Falmouth 58
Madisonville WKMA 35 Louisa 10
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1:30/12:30 PBS MOVIE THEA-
TRE: "The League of Gentle-
men": Dishonorably discharged
atmy officers plan a raid on a
bank vault. British film with Jack





TIVE ON THE NEWS
4:30/3:30 COMMENT ON KEN-
TUCKY (R. from Fri.)
5:00/4:00 ADAMS CHROME-,
CLES: "John Adams, Lawyer '
(1 758-1 770I": Pressure of living
under British occupation on•
trudes upon John Adams and
Abigail SmitO- WA. from Mon.)
Capt ionied) "
8:00/500 NOVA: Race
for the Double Helix"; Nobel
Prize .winners recall their race to




Clark": Ky. author arid historian
talks about his life and times with
his former student,HarryCaudill.
8:00/7:00 RICH AT THE TOP:
Buddy Rich leads his band in a
program of Beatles music, blues
end jazz.
9:00/8:00 PBS MOVIE THEA•
TRE: "The Overlanders": Aus-
tralian film about the famous






2:00/1:00 p.m. SHADOWS ON
THE GRASS: Chamber music
presented in outdoor settings by
the Seldon Trio, playing works




Clark" IR from Sat.)
3:30/2:30 IN PERFORMANCE
AT WOLF TRAP: "La Travis-
ha,'' starring Beverly Sills.
6;00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN: How to take
cuttings from impatiens to hold
them through the winter and how
to plant crops in a cold frame.
6:30/5:30 BOOK BEAT: "Crazy
Salad" by Nora Ephron
7:00/8:00 CONSUMER SURVI-
VAL KIT: "Auto Repairanoia II -
Body Work... Defense strategy
to protect against unscrupulous
repairmen.
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY MAGA-
ZINE: Featured segments are a
look at a Water Witch in Frank-
lin Ky.,the Living Arts & Science
Center in Lexington, and the
McClain Family Band from the
Along with the hard rock,
soul, disco and reggae music,
there comes a breed of
musicians that is a mixture of
almost every kind of sound.
There are three of these
balladeers that represent such
a bridge among these other
%arms. Primarily they are
listed as folk but Neil
Diamond, Gordon Lightfoot
and Keith Carradine are
considered a mixed breed -
some for the good and one for
the worse.
"Summertime Dream"
There is an argument as to
whether Gordon Lightfoot is
country or folk or both.
"Summertime Dream," his
latest album is a little of both.
The album features the
nostalgic ballad, "The Wreck
of the Edmund Fitzgerald."
This ballad deals with the
sinking of the giant ore
carrier, "Edmund Fit-
zgerald" in Lake Superior in
November, 1975. The song is




The title song of the album,
"Summertime Dream" is a
pretty good rocky ballad and
is a good single as would be
"The House You Live In."
"Spanish Moss" reminds
me in many ways of Light-
foot's first single, "If You
Could Read My Mind." It's a
good song that says "Georgia
pine 'n ripple wine."
This album is enjoyable
primarily for mood music and
easy listening. I believe that
adults would enjoy this one as
well as young people.
"Beautiful Noise"
Neil Diamond is not new to
Berea area
8:00/7:00 EVENING AT POPS:
'Sherrill Wines"- Metropolitan
Opera barittme sings favorite




Franklin and Rachel meet in
London and Franklin learns that
Rachel saw him take the dia-
mond.
10:00/9:00 °NUNN LINE:
"Over the Horizon": Baines,
carrying out James instructions,














,OLIOUPERS: "Review of ,Basic
n f or mat ion"
7:00/6:00 FIRING LINE:
Niiiiarn F. Buckley Jr. is host to
national and international S igures.
8:00/7:00 ADAMS CHRONI-
CLES: "John Adams, Revolu-
tionary": Abigail is left alone
with the children while Adams
ohatosserve  acsoantdienreeigantatle tcoonPghrielassed s1.-
9 :00/8 :00 COMMONWEALTH
CALL IN: "Hair to Be a TV
Critic". Panelists David Reed;
Lexington Herald, James Dous-




VIVAL KIT: "Auto Repairanoia
II: Body Work" (R. from Sin.)
10:30/9:30 BOOK BEAT:
"Crazy Saled" by ktora Fpl,ron
(R. from Sun.)
TUESDAY, SEPT. 28
East ern/Contral Time 
3:30/2:30 p.m. TEACHING
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL








6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA &
YOU
7:00/6:00 GEL) SERIES: "Ori-
entation & Test Taking Skills"
7:30/6:30 COOKIN' CAJUN:
"Chicken"
8 :00/7 :00 AMERICA'S LAST
KING: Alistaire Cook Interviews
Prince Chalet at Windsor Castle
about King Georie III.
8:30/7:30 MONSTER CON-
CERT: Ten grand pianos with
twenty pianists performing All-
American music.
11410/73:00 EVENING AT POPS:
"Sherrill Milas" (R. from Sun.)
10:00/9:00 THE OLYMPIAD:
"The Incredible Five": Five ath-
letes whose accomplishments
will live for all time.
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 29
Eastern/Central Time 
3:30/2:30 p.m. GEL) SERIES:
"Literature Petry
the music scene and his latest
album, "Beautiful Noise" is
hitting extremely well on the
charts, but is not doing too
well Jocally. The reason is
unknown to me - perhaps
many prefer hard rock (Kiss,
Queen, etc.) and disco
(Commodores and Wild
Cherry).
The album is basically a
concept album which is about
Diamond's earlier life as a
writer in New York City's Tin
Pan Alley in the 60's - an era
that is now gone.
In this nice package is
contained the stately hit
single, "If You Know What I
Mean." It is pretty good but it
Is not Diamond's best.
The title song is excellent
with excellent mood and
background orchestration. Of
course, the Diamond voice is
unsurpassed.
Richard Bennett's banjo
and ukelele adds to
"Stargazer" which I believe
would make another good
single from the album. "Lady-
Oh" puts us in a serious
melancholy mood by the fact
of Diamond's moving voice. -
"Don't Think...Feel" gives
us a little Latin rhythm that is
reminiscent of Diamond's
earlier song, "Porcupine














ZINE: A Look at a Water Witch,
The Living Arts & Science Cen-
ter, and the McClain Family
Band. (R. from Sun.)
8:00/7:00 NOVA: "Hunters of
the Seal": Anthropologist Asen
Balikci revisits the Netsilik Es-
kimos of Pally Bay.
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFOR-
MANCES: Theater in America:
"The Seagull": Blythe Danner,











6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOS3A &
YOU
700/8:00 CEO SERIES:
"Reading I . Main Idea"
7:30/6:30 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN: How to take
cuttings from impatiens to hold
them through the winter and
how tO plant fall crops in a cold
frame. (R. from Sun.)
,,8:00/7:O0 UPSTAIRS DOWN-
STAIRS: "Pace Out of Pain":
The waL is over and the Bellamy




isatisi Weakness": Eva Marie
Saint in George Kelly's comedy
about the marital troubles of a
worgan who is too romantic.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1 -
Eattarn/Contral Time 













7:30/6:30 COMMENT ON KEN-
TUCKY; Newsmen and human-
ists discuss policy issues of im-





9:00/8:00 USA: PEOPLE &
POLITICS
9:30/8:30 NO ROOM AT THE
TABLE: A subtle, bat indicting
look at Orange County, Calif.
10:00/9:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: "The Moonstone":
Franklin end Rachel meet in
London, and Franklin learns the
she saw him take the diamond
(R. from Sun.)
on acoustic guitai.on this cut.
Diamond is at hiSbest on the
slow moving songs than he is
on the faster versions. This
album is very good but it is not
his best,
"I'm Easy"
Keith Carradine makes his
debut on the music scene with
his latest single and album -
"I'm Easy." Carradine is an
actor and is the son of actor
Jotiti Carradine. Keith has
starred in the musical "Hair"
as well as the Altman film
"Nashville." Carradine won
an academy award for his
song -I'm Easy."
The album is fair and
contians various sounds
ranging from rock to country.
Vocally, a lot needs to be
desired on Carradine's part.
Also, the orchestration in
"Raining In The City" and
"The Soul Is Strong" drowns
out Carradine.
On the other side of the coin,
"I'll Be There" contains
excellent keyboards, or-
chestration and vocals. "It's
Been So Long" shows a good
Voice range on Carradine's
part.
But, for the most part
better luck next time, Keith.
Awards do not mean
everything,
Ws Novo Tho Top Nits
Big Sale!
on Topes and Albums
* TV Service Center
* citittrel Shopping Coast
1*************
Discoed Stereo Center






















































































































Hoover, Inc. Reinstated As Bidders On Project
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Hoover Inc. of Nashville,
Tenn., and its subsidiaries
have been reinstated as
qualified bidders on state-
funded highway projects in
Kentucky, Kentucky
Department of Transportation
(KyDOT) Secretary John C.
Roberts announced today.
The firm had been banned
from bidding for a period of
one year, effective June 28,
because they failed to respond
to the transportation depar-
tment's demand for payment
by last July 27 of a claim
similar to one they previously
had with the federal gover-
nment.
Roberts said he restored
Hoover's eligibility as a
qualified bidder upon
receiving their offer and
subsequent payment August
30 of $25,000.
Hoover Inc. was one of four
firms which, together with
four of their officers, were
indicted by a federal grand
Jury in 1973 for conspiracy to
defraud the United Stales.
The conspiracy charges
involved bidding. on Interstate
64 for constrdction projects in
Rowan and Carter counties.
The other firms were































































































Dux,. by United Future Syx4lr.W.
smouth, Ohio, East Kentucky
Paving Corp. of Grayson, and
Hot Mix Inc. of Nashville,
In September, 197), Hoover
Inc., East Kentucky Paving,
and Standard -Slag entered
"no contest" pleas to the
federal action and were fined
$10,000 each. Later, they also
..pild a total $500,000 to settle a
" federal civil suit for damages.
Charges against Hot Mix
Inc. and the four company
officers were dropped.
Following settlement of the
federal actions, KyDOT last
June 28 demanded that the
three companies pay the
Commonwealth $55,555.55 as
the state's share of the 1-64
construction costs. Interstate
construction is funded 90 per
cent federal, 10 per cent state.
Hoover Inc. was asked for
$25,000, Standard Slag for
$19,444.44 and East Kentucky
Paving for $11,111.11. East
Kentucky made prompt
settlement. The other two
were suspended when they
failed to do so.
Standard Slag met kyDOT's
demand on Aug. 5. Now that
Hoover Inc. has paid its
$25,000, the state's ban against
all three firms has been lifted.
Roberts pointed out that all









Free Porting At Row Doer
from bidding on federal-aid
projects because of a ruling
handed down by the Federal
Highway Administration.
Under the •ruling, they
originally were banned from
bidding on federal-aid
projects for three years
beginning last April 1. That
was later reduced to six
months which will expire Sept.
30.
Roberts said that no further
punitive action is ,on-
templated against any of-the
three companies in question
since all three have met the




Dr. William P. Mullins, Jr.,
will be the speaker It the
worship services at 9:45 a. m.
§unday, September 26, at
Story's Chapel United
Methodist Church and at
eleven a. m. at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church.
"What We Want Most" will
be the subject of the sermon
by Dr. Mullins which will be
part two in a series on "The
Lord's Prayer."
The South Pleasant Grove
Choir, directed by Mrs. L. D.
Cook, Jr., with Mrs. Otto
Erwin as organist and Tommy
Gaines as pianist, will sing the
anthem, "My Redeemer."
Dr. Mullins will speak on the
„pbject, "Some Questions
About Prayer," at the '6:30 p.













I'M GOING TO THE ''ACE
OBEDIENCE SCHOOL"! IT 5















THAT'S OKALe WITH ME
I'M THE FIRST ONE TO
ADMIT THAT Mc? STUN
HABITS AREN'T TOO 6000
I WONDER TAOK:44 ;4144‘e






I 5AW HIM WITH HIS HEAD
STICKING OUT OF "THE
PORTHOLE „,
BLON DIE





FO' HIS CL_IEN IS VT,.,
THE WORD "TWO"
LOOKS LIKE








.THAT$ EXACTLY TV-4E 1
semi WAY TtA E WHOLE
THING Go-r srAareo




WASHINGTON (AP) — Here
are the scorecards of the five
college debate coaches who
judged the first Ford-Carter de-
bate for The Associated Press.
CARTER A BC DE
Analysis 3 4 4 2 4
Reasoning 3 4 4 2 4
Evidence 2 4 4 3 3
Organization 4 3 4 1 4
Refutation 3 4 4 k 4
Presentation 4 4 4 3 3
Total Points 19 23 24 13 22
FORD ABCDE
Analysis 4 4 5 2 4
Reasoning 3 4 4 2 3
Evidence 4 4 5 3 3
Organization 3 3 4 1 4
Refutation 4 5 5 4 3
Presentation 4 4 4 3 3
Total Points 22 24 27 15 20
A-Dr. Barbara O'Connor,
Calif. State Univ. at
Sacramento.
B-Dr. Dorm Parson, Univ. of
Kansas.
C-Prof. William Southworth,
Univ. of Redlands (Calif.)
D-Prof. James J. Unger,
Georgetown Univ. , Washing to n,
D.C.
E-Prof. Melissa Maxey Wade,
Emory Univ., Atlanta.
Each judge awarded each
candidate 1 to 5 points in each
category. —
The ballot form was adopted
for use by The AP by Unger
from a form used by the Amer-
ican Forensic Association.
Name Misspelled
HAGERSTOWN, Md. (AP-) Si-
- Officials say Mary Alice
O'Keeffe is the first person to
spot an error in an exhibit
housed on the Bicentennial
Freedom Train.
Mrs. O'Keeffe noticed that
her namesake artist Georgia
O'Keeffe had het-asraftfe
spelled with only one 'f on the




spokeswoman for the train
exhibit. She said it was the
first time a visitor has caught
an error in one of the exhibits,
which have traveled 21,540
miles through 44 states in the
last 11,2 years.
A new placard will be in
place when the train rolls into
Washington, she said.
Boat Freed
CHESTER, Ill. (API — A
Mississippi River sternwheel
riverboat destroyed by
explosion and fire about 1900 is
free of its watery grave. The
boat didn't come up — the
river went down.
Forty feet of heavy timbers
and • planking — all that
remains of "The Bluff City" —
emerged this week as the
quarter-mile-wide river
shrank to half its size because
of water shortages upstream.
On each side of the
Mississippi, about 100 yards of
what normally is river bottom
is exposed and dry.
Although the Army Corps of
Engineers is maintaining a
nine-foot channel for river
traffic, the waterway has
shrunk to about an eighth of a
mile in width.
There apparently were no
crew members killed in the
"Bluff City" accident, but
people examining the
wreckage Thursday spoke of
bones that may have been part
of a horse's skeleton.
Hog Market
Federal Mate Market News Service Sep-
tember 24, r976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report includes 8 Buying Station_s
Receipts: Act. 329 Est 1200 Barrows 8,
Gilts .75-mostly 1.25 lower Sows steady
.50 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs $37 50-38 00
US 1-3 200-240 lbs 137 25-37 50
US 2-4 240-260 Km 136 50-37 25
US 3-4 160-28) lbs. 135 50-36 50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $29 00-29 50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs $2050-1 50
US 1-3 450-6601ter - 830 00-31 00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs  750-2030ze
Boars 20.06-71.50
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.3,
down 0.1. Below dam 301.6,
down 0.4.
Barkley Lake. 7 a.m. 355.4,
up 0.1. Below dam 302.8. up
0.5. - '
Sunset 6:53. Sunrise 6:46.
.. Moon sets 6:04 p. m., rises
Friday 7:37 am.
Patricia Hearst Will Be
Sentenced In Court Today
By TONY LED WELL
Associated Press Writer
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) —
More than six months after a
jury convicted her of armed
bank robbery, Patricia Hearst
faces a sentence that could be
as light as probation or as
tough as 35 years in prison.
U.S. District Court Judge
William H. Orrick Jr. is to
sentence the newspaper
heiress today, one day after
legal sessions on both sides of
San Francisco Bay recalled
her 212-year metamorphosis




members William and Emily
Harris pleaded innocent
Thursday at an arraignment
on state charges of abducting
Miss Hearst from her apar-
tment on Feb. 4, 1974.
And in San Francisco, the
prosecutor and the defense
attorneys who opposed each
other during Miss Hearst's
eight-week trial last spring
met Thursday with Orrick to
discuss "housekeeping
matters."
Defense lawyers F. Lee
Bailey and Albert Johnson
were unusually tight-lipped as
they emerged from a 45-
minute private meeting with
Orrick and U.S. Atty. James
L. Browning.
Bailey said Miss Hearst, 22,
was, "anxious to get the
proceedings on," and said he
had "no idea what Judge
Orrick will impose." He has
said previously he would move
for a new trial after sen-
tencing.
Miss Hearst has been un-
dergoing , court-ordered
psychiatric' testing in San
Diego since she was convicted
March 20 of joining her SLA
captors in an April 15, 1974,
armed holdup of the Hibernia






ce it partakes of the
character of both seasons,
summer and autumn, Sep-
tember has been " called
"transition" month with
"Summer's best of weather
and autumn's best of cheer."
And indeed it is. In the
southern part of our nation it
is one of the warmest months
and, even in the North, hot
days are freequent. Nights,
however, are likely to be cool
and fine for sleeping. Then,
too, there is often just more
than a touch of that nostalgic
blue haze that makes the later
autumn days of October, so
hauntingly beautiful.
On the farm and in the
garden, September is a busy
month. It is the harvest period
for many crops — a period
when corn is cut and made
into shocks or ground intc
silage, when potatoes are dug
and the last green tomatoes
gathered for storage. It is a
time when ''tanned farmers
labor without slack" to har-
vest and store away the "rich
fruits of the field."
In the calendar of
Charlemagne, September was
called the harvest month, and
in some countries it still bears
that name. In their choice of a
name for this month the
Anglo-Saxons were more
specific. They called Sep-
tember the "barley month."
Many of our months have
undergone changes in their
number of days. but since old
Roman times, September has
been limited. It has always
had thirty days, but it hasn't
always been the ninth month
as it is today.
Before the calendar wa)
revised by Julius Caesar, it
was the seventh month, and its
name stems from the Latin
"septem,•• meaning seven.
When the month was shifted in
the Julian calendar to the
ninth place, the name was not
changed.
Aside from being the
"harvest month," and the
"barley month," September
could very well be described
as the "inspirational" month.
Immortal poets and artists
have been stimulated by the
month to complete immortal
poems and paintings. For, as
Longfellow once wrote, in
effect, in "September the
earth is beautiful as if
newborn. There is nameless
splendor everywhere, wild
exhilaration in the air, that
makes passers in the city
street congratulate each other
as they meet."
September is a month in
which to live and enjoy life
and, according to University
of Kentucky horticulturists,
orchardists, and other
specialists in the art of rural
living, to renovate the lawn;




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
I' IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 TA
Your judgment a bit off now.
Take nothing for granted, even
if all seems well. And, above all,
make no hasty decisions.
TAURUS
lApr 21 to May 21(
Look for a highly stimulating
weekend. Both travel and social
activities should prove enliven-
ing. Romance also favored.
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 211
A clash of temperaments
could cause needless friction.
Don't jeopardize an old friend-
ship by becoming overly
emotional.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) (BO
Curb an inclination toward
undue suspicion. Lock% into all
situations carefully, but do not
read unintended meanings into
others' words.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231 ‘124:g
Watch your budget! Reject
any ideas for travel or en-
tertainment which you can ill
afford. Tendency is to be
reckless now.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) virti
Don't fret if it becomes
necessary to sacrifice some
leisure time to job matters.
Results will more than make up
for your disappointment.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An.
Use all of your innate
judiciousness in putting forth




(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rkelic
This could be a somewhat
erratic day unless you steer a
11°9-
clip hedges for the last time in
the year; plant daffodil bulbs;
bring in houseplants; tran-
splant evergreen shrubbery;
harvest and store white and
sweet potatoes; sow lettuce in
coldirame; sow cover crops in
vacant garden areas; pull,
dry, and store onions; water
plants in places such as under
eaves where normally they do
not receive enough water; and
gather materials for fall




section of San Francisco. S
and the Harrises were cap-
tured by the San Francisco
FBI in September 1975: .
Despite her tearfql
testimony, she failed (o
convince the jury that she to+
part only because she w*
ordered to participate or die.
She blamed the Harrises f
continuing the terror again t
her after six SLA membe
died in a shootont with I
Angeles police a month aftly
the bank holdup.
She also invoked her 541
Amendment right against
self-incrimination 42 times,
refusing to talk about some of
her underground activities. ,
The Harrises, convicted last
month for a May 1974 LAS
Angeles crime spree for whit+
Miss Hearst faces trial neie
joined the tiny terrorist tribe.




against taking the case behin .
closed doors to a grand jury.
That move would preveri
cross-examination of Misa
Hearst, who -has indicated slip
will testify against them. :
Weinglass said Miss Hearst'
at her own trial had "casuall
made allegations 'which were
unsubstantiated, and I think
we can expect more of thit
same.... With Patricia Hearst,t.
you've got a mental problem;h:
a credibility problem."
A preliminary hearing w
set for Oct. 7 for the Harrises4i
but grand jury hearings beg.
Monday and an indictmen
would cancel the lower couri:
proceedings. ..
The sentencing of the
celebrated defendant fell 1s)i
lot to Orrick when trial judges
Qliver J. Carter, died of heart
failure in June. i
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 11171 •
steady course. Above all, avoid
discussions which could upset,
associates.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
Make time count. Whether.,•
handling large or small mat-;.,
tars, don't let nonessentialsget'




Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Without realizing it, you mayf,
be a victim of your own feamt
and misgivings. Pull yourself
together. This is a*,.day whick
(—ills for clear thought;
definitive action — AND se16,
confidence.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Your intuition sharp now
especially in money matters
An early morning decision ol
this connection will prove
correct.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 X0r
Don't listen to what others sal
when you have good reason tq
believe the source is
questionable Stress your good
judgment and objectivity.
YOU BORN TODAY are
roundly talented, egVemelg.
ambitious and your enthusiasnl
for life and all that it has to offet
never dims. You are artistic
nature and have a special aft
unity for music; could a154
excel at designing, sculpture o4
interior decorating_ Somewha
paradoxically in the cir
curnstances, you are also v
good at finances; are thrifty
practical and can handle mone
and properties carefullyii, eve
with little training. You are
extremely sympathetic to the
underprivileged and will fight
uiceasingly to help them;
Birthdate of. Phil Rizzuto'












Rt. 3, Box 284B, Murray
502-474-2228
Located on Hwy. 94,5 miles east of Murray
Dealer for Chris Craft
and Winner
---••••-• 9
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ITILE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
PA
•
1. legal Notice 1. legal Notice
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of KentuCity, Calloway Circuit
Court Marion M. Brunschwyler, Petitioner, versus
John P. Brunschwyler, Respondent.
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the July 23rd
Term thereof 1976, in the above cause, for the
Division of Property and its cost therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in
the City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest bidder,
at public auction on the 27th day of September 1976,
at 1:00 o'clock p.m., or thereabout for cash the
following described property, to-wit:
Being a part of the Southwest Quarter, Section 36,
Township 2, Range 4 East and more particularly
described as follows: Beginning at an iron stake in
the West Right-of-way of the Locust Grove gravel
road, and said point being the Northeast corner of a
tract of land owned by Henry E. Bucy; thence in a
westerly direction for a distance of approximately
68 feet running through an Ash tree to an iron stake
in the center of an existing ditch; thence South 61
degrees 28 minutes West and along the property line
of Henry E. Bucy for a distance of approximately
125 feet to an iron stake; thence North 63 degrees 24
minutes West for a distance of approximately 186.71
feet to an iron stake; thence North 10 degrees 20
minutes East for a distance of approximately 439.03
feet to an iron stake in the center of an existing dit-
ch: thence in a south-easterly direction along the
center of an existing ditch for a distance of ap-
proximately 105.13 feet to an iron stake; thence in
an easterly direction continuing along the center
line of an existing ditch for a distance' of ap-
proximately 128 feet to anbiron stake; thence in a
southeasterly directiOn and continuing along the
center line of an existing ditch for a distance of ap-
proximately 127.8 feet to an iron stake; thence in an
easterly direction for a distance of approximately
36 feet to an iron stake in the West right-of-way of
the Locust Grove gravel road; thence in a southerly
direction along the West right-of-way of the Locust
Grove gravel road for a distance of approximately
200 feet to the point of beginning.
Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms
Frank L Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
Comedssioser's Sete
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Cir-
cuit Court Guy McElrath, Jr., Et Al Plaintiff, Ver-
sus Thomas D. McElrath, Et Al Defendant.
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the September
10th Term thereof 1976, in the above cause, for the
Division Of Property and its cost therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in
the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder,
at public auction on the 4th day of October 1976, at
2:00 O'clock P.M., or thereabout, upon a credit of
six months, the following described property, to-
wit:
Beginning at the Southwest corner of the Nor-
thwest Quarter of Section 7, Township 3, Range 4,
East; thence North 2 degrees, 1 minute, 34" West
1731.43 feet to the Southwest corner of the Danny
Cunningham tract; thence North 87 degrees, 32',
26" East and following the South boundary of said
tract 2640.00 feet to a point located on the West side
of Oak Grove Road; thence South 2 degrees, 01', 42"
East along the West side of said road 1742.39 feet to
Elvin Thompson's Northwest Property corner;
thence South 87 degrees, 46', 42" West along the
North Boundary of Elvin Thompson and 011ie C.
Hall 2640.00 feet to the point of beginning. This tract
contains 105.265 acres, but is subject however to any
road right-of-way which may be of record. 'ss.,
For the purchase price, the purchaser Must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly with these ter-
MS.
Frank L. Ryan
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Fear bedroom, 3 baths,
10 closets, living Honk for.
mod slimieg noose fat-in kit-
thee wilt beitt-ins, large
tamely room with • wag-
Miming fretless, carpeted,
draperies and curtsies. P11/1
antra/ roma ratan.
Throe Car garage. News* eln
largo Mt. The wobdivision
he its ewe sewer system
plus swimming pool for
resideorts anti gouts. Only
sainates army from
Lae. Loaned in Carninot
Subdivision roar Calvert
City, last off ilighway 62,
fist 1140081 on right. School
lea stops in front of house.
°weer lbas hoes trensferred
sad most sell. No
reasamoblo offer inhoseg.





Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
6. Help Wanted
A MATURE MAN needed
for work two nights a




in black topping with
own transportation. For
out of town work. Home

















on and the Business
Office my be












submitted by 3 p.
the day before
publication.
Would you like to rids
our Church Bus to &MP-.































clean up help needed.










benefits. Training you in






resume to Jim Hurt,
P.O. Box 15522 Nash-
ville, Tenn. 37215.
AGENTS-STORES- earn
big money with fast
selling natural hair





Send $2.00 handling fee
















sell or buy Watkins and





Call 753-7527 or 753-0425.
14 Want To Buy
CHILDS SIZE kitchen
set. Stove, refrigerator




32 x 6'8" and one 36 x 6'
Call 753-7449.
GOOD SMALL 10 or 12 ft.
mobile home. 5-7 years
old. Call 753-8216 after 5.
COINS AMERICAN,
Foreign, old and gold.
Call 753-9232
15. Articles For Sale








parts. Call after 6, 753-
0669.
TWIN SIZE mattress and
springs. Call after 5 p.m.
753-6922.
ELECTRIC STOVE, 2
GM car seats, hand
plow, oak washstand.
Call 753-5963 after 3 p.m.
WANTED
Illeriencod esno dens-op
mid Detail now with ability
hi be w working noeneger.
Salary changing on in-
dividual's ability. Good
fringe benefits. Mar be
wiling to work five sae
half gays o nook. Contest
Tour Dockery or Dan Ren-
shaw at 1-121-7370, North






per week, plus auto
expense bonus.
Tremendous future if
you are the right per






















iron dining table with 6
chairs. Simple design.




blized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
POTTED PLANTS or
bring your pots and pot
your own. Cheap. 735













picture frames. Call 492-
8592, 492-8403.





dresser. 302 N. 17th.
Phone 753-7643,r
MAPLE DROP LEAF
dining table. Call 753-
8686.
7 H.P. RIDING LAWN
mower, like new, $300.
Two air conditioners,






folding bed or rittoman.
Gone with the Wind 
limp. Call 753-3211.
A GOOD BUY... give it a
try. Blue Lustre
America's favorite




shallow well pump and
motor, 10 gallon milk
cans, chain saw, old
beoks, pictures, dishes,
and plows, Asley heater,




2t42 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to
choose from Call 753-
4566. We deliver.



















and file C9hi71013 Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 per sheet, 4x8
exterior siding at $6.40.
4x9 exterior siding at
$7.20. Ross & Tuck.
Salvage. Box 88, Martin,





black interior. Sold for















and Service, 500 Maple










sale. Haybine crusher, 2
Allis ChaLmer tractors.
Call 753-3739.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




tractor, 12 ft Inter-
is national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two




guitar and case. Less
than 1 year old. Call 753-
E659 after 3 p.m.
EtALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Loner&
Piano Company, across






old Craig 5502 amplifer
and receiver. Also BSR
710 QX turntable, only 6








and angle blade. 1973
model. Contact Edwin






trailer. Like new. $450.
Call 436-2634.
FOR SALE-three week,
old Bear Polar II hun-
ting bow. Call 753-9581
22 Muscat
COMPLETE DRUM set.
Must see. Call 753-5110.
CONRAD'S PIANOS +
organs, Kimball and


























dressing table, $15. Call
492-8895.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for
antique beds or
campers. Buy direct and
save on all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,




Am-Fm tuner, 8 track
tape deck. Call 753-0098.
MIDLAND CB radio. 23
channel, 3 Antennas, one
gutter and 2 trunk
mounts. Call 7534352 or
753-1703.










8 x 40 TRAILER , clean,
in good condition. Ideal
for a lake lot. Call 436-
2124.
1959 MOBILE+ home 10 x
50. Call "53-0209.
10 x 50 Hillcrest with -
tiltout, underpinned,
tied down and air-
conditioned. Bargain
Priced. See at Riveria
Courts or call 753-3280.
27 Mobile Home Sales
NORRIS 61' mobile home






WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
28. Heating & Cooling
ASHLEY WOOD heater,
with jacket. Used two
months. Call 753-3479.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
NICE LARGE private
shady lot for mobile
home. Call 489-2595.
10 x 40 two bedroom,








34. Houses For Rent
HOUSE AT 1305 Vine, 3
bedroOm, unfurnished.
Call 753-5898.
SIX ROOM HOUSE at 302
N. 17th Street. Utility,
large carport. $150
month. Call 753-3246.
FOUR ROOM house in
Hazel. Good location.
Couples with 1 child
only. Call 492-8746.
THREE BEDROOM, 11/2
bath home with large
backyard; fully car-
peted, central air and
heat. Three years old,
near sbopjing plaza in
desirable Callencitr  3_ar7e5a.$200 m
6984.
36 For Rent Or laase
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.







1200 Sq. ft. of floor space.
Ideal for most smell
loosinessos. WM finish in-
terior to ranters
specificatioes. At 1914
Coldwster Rd., next to
Toicker T V. Call 753-2900 or
we ArteN Tacker.
3.1. Livestock Supplies
FOR SALE: YOUNG gilts
and barrows. Call 436-
2634.
NICE CORN fed calves
for sale. Call 436-2383.
TWO GRAIN FED beef
calves for sale.
Approximately weight
of 750 lb. each. See P. N.
Mahan or call 753-3276
after 5.
38 Pets - Supplies
TWO LEMON spotted
German Beagle hounds,




puppies. One small red
male and 1 dark red






training collar. Call 492-
8604.
• TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very








rods, tables, lamps, and
many other items.
TWO PARTY Yard Sale,
Friday and Saturday,
September 24, and 25. 8-







All sizes fall clothing,





YAftD SALE, Saturday 9








tember 25 from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Lots of nice
clothing ,all sizes, plants
and many other items.
610 South 9th.
FIVE PARTY yard sale.
September 23, 24, and
25. 8-5. 1304 South 16th
Street.
The Brooks Chapel Methodist Church
Will Hold A
Felt Festival Sale in front of Pecks Upholstery on
South 4th Street, Murray. Saturday, September
25 at 10 a. m. For auction - handmade afghan,
quilts, quilt top, antique furrilture, livestock,
piano, tables, antique fruit jtrs, lamps, beds,
clothes of all kinds and miscellaneous items. Not
reSponsible for accidents. Douglas Shoemaker




•HOSPIT Al SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE







$316.00 Up. floored, reedy to use. Mobile home add-ens, pates,






110 volt, 1500 watt
this is a Arvin stock
number 30H36
Reg. VI 95 $ 1 495
Murray Supply
Co., Inc.
20t E. Mein 753-3361
4






















































24th and 25th Sept.
Johnny Robinson
Road across from golf
course. From 8:00 a.
m. to 6:00 p.m.
FOUR FAMILY yard
sale. 1504 Cardinal.
September 24 and 25.
Friday, 12 noon till dark,
Saturday, 8 till dark,









in front of Dexter
Community Center. 8
a.m. till 5 p.m.
GARAGE SALE. 509
Beale Street. Saturday,
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Infant






8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. 1607
Belmont Drive. Shoes,
sweaters, two ladies
coats, mans suit and
jacket, boys husky size
clothing, king size
sheets and blankets.




















YARD SALE, 1606 Sunset'
Drive. Saturday 8-5. J-
78-15 tires, books,
furniture, toys, and pat
-supplies.
YARD SALE, 623 Broad
Street. All day Satur-
day.










Jacobs Coat, Coleus and
many more. South 13th
and Main belpind
Boone's Laundry.
PORCH SALE, 111 N. 9th.
Saturday, September 25.
9 a.m. to ? 40 pair jeans,
size 30-32. 70 shirts, size
small, like new. 1,2 bed,











ember 25. 8 a. m. 13(1.5
















bottles, large size ladies
clothing, flowers, odds
and ends. Saturday 25, 7




BRICK home on one
acre lot located West of
Murray surrounded by
quiet, scenic coun-
tryside. This is a like
new, modern ranch style
home with large brick
fireplace in living room,
large modern kitchen,














in sales for 1976 needs
your listings. Call 753-
1651, if you are in-




_large lots. 12' x 65'
mobile home,
completely furnished,
central heat and air,
washer and dryer, 12 x
8' add on utility room, 5'
x 7' outside storage.
Shown by appointment,
call 753-5668.
LOT FOR sale on Lake
Barkley with paved st.,
phone service, elec-
tricity and city water.
$995.00 call days 522-8902
or nights 753-1742 or 753-
4060, terms available.
1208 Peggy Ann Dr.
Three bedroom, 2 bath, kitchen-den com-







Special at $ 1 19"
Murray Supply
Co., Inc.




2 bath home just West of
city limits of Murray.
This is new listing and
features large den with
fireplace, living room,
kitchen, formal dining
room, 2 car attached
garage with concrete
driveway, electric heat
pump, and many other
fine features. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7)3-
1222 anytime, day or
night, for full time Real
Estate Service.
REDUCED !! Sub-
division at Junction of
Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 13,4 baths. Central




SALE. This extra nice 3
bedroom home at 1602
Wiswell Road has been
reduced from $48,500 to
143,500. Owner leaving
town. Has central heat
and air, beautiful den
with fireplace, 2 baths, 2
car garage, lot 185 x 263.




175 ACRES of good farm-
land with lots of crop
land for bean, corn or
wheat. Some bottom







St., Murray, 753-0101 or
753-7531.
BRING YOUR DOG and
children to see this one!
Brick and frane 3
bedroom home on 21
fenced acres. 12 tillable





or come by 105 N. 12th,
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate.





Across from Post Office.
44 Lots for Sale
150 FT. X 100 FT. lot with
or without trailer. Eight
trees, located in Roberts
Estates. Four miles
East of Murray. Call
767-4053.
46 Homes For Sale
FOUR BEDROOM, 3
bath, brick home with
formal dining room,
sunken living room,
fireplace in den Extra
large 2 car garage on big
lot in city. For showing
call Bob Perrin, 753-
3509, Claude L. Miller
Real Estate, 753-5064
FOUR BEDROOM brick,




dining room, all built-
ins, electric heat and
air, laundry room and





1972 HONDA 450, good
condition. See a: 803 N.
19th. Call 753-2267.
HONDA BARGAINS:
1974 MR 50, $275. 1973
ATC70, $295. 1970 CB100,
$256. 1975 CB125, $426.
1972 SL125, $350. 1972
CL350, $525. All in good
condition. Ready to ride.
Phone 753-6248 or 753-
6342 after 5 p.m.
1973 HONDA CL 70. Good
condition. Call 489-2643
after 5 p.m.
1974 HONDA CL 360, good
condition. $450. Call
after 5 p.m. 753-8309.
421121115, Reg •8. - •
• ,9.1 IN* is•••••• •
"1 IT OUR -TV OR 14 CARTFR
SU9P056C0 O 13E FU-Z7-1/4(
48 Automotive Service






and waxed. $25. Free
pickup and delivery.
Call 753-5606.
49 Use . :ars & Trucks
1968 DODGE Customized
Van. Everything in 4t.




WANTED, a 1975 or 1976
Monte Carlo or an Elite.
Call 437-4608.




miles. Price $1,995. Call
753-9501.
1970 TWO DOOR BUICK
Electra. New tires, FM
radio, perfect inside,
brown on brown. Have
to see to appreciate.
$1500. Call 437-4164.
1972 NOVA Chevrolet.
Also camper top. Call
after 5:30 753-3248.
1973 CHEVY 2 ton, 60
Series, flatbed truck.
Two speed axe!, 8t4
tires.  13300.00. See or
call Carl Howard 753-
8300 or 753-9916.
1973 DATSUN 610 station
wagon. Good condition.
Call 436-2401.




and 1971 Ford Maverick.
Good condition. Call 753-
4858.
1972 FORD VAN. V.8302
engine. Red paint with
white and blue stripes.
Wide tires on white
spoke wheels. Custom
interior red and black
shag carpet, padded
bench seats with table
that makes a bed,
special interior lights,
high back swivel seats,
sun roof and rear roof
vent, spoiler on front.
Runs good and drives
good. Priced to sell.
Phone 753-6342 after 5:00
p.m.
GOOD 1973 Gremlin X, V-




air, good radial tires.
$595. Call 489-2595.
1971 FIREBIRD, 400 cu.
in. factory tape, air and
mags. NeW tires. 1972
Grand Torino, factory
power, air, extra sharp.
Call 753-9452.
1971 DELTA 88 coupe,
power and air. Call 753-
8500.
1968 CAMARO, 4 speed,











49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
1967 MUSTANG. V-8
automatic. $295. Boat,








1965 DODGE PICKUP. In
good condition. Call 436.
2634.
1972 TORONADO black
on black, luxury car.
Two door, all extras, all
power and LW, cruise,
trunk release, has in-
stalled AM-FM 8 traek;




Call 753-5716 or 753-3134.







Listed for $4,450.00 new,








air, $775. 1969 GTO, $875.
Call 753-6929, after 5.
1973 MONTE CARLO.
Silver with burgandy
top. Spare tire just like
new. Never been down.
Only 39,000 miles. Must
see to appreciate. $2900.
Call 753-8149.
1961 FALCON, 2 door, 4








1969 SKYLARK 4 dr. lit.

















Sleeps six. CI i I 753-4904.
51 SPrvices Offerer',
CUSTOM SPLIT rail
fencing: oak rails, stone
base. Call 901-247-5569
for free survey and
estimate.






and roofs sealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 p.m.




all types of rock; white,
decorative and wash
rock. All types of sand
and agriculture lime.
Mark Bucy Trucking,
call after 4 p.m. 753-8381
or 753-5795.
TREE TRIMMING and




efficient service. NO job








rocked and graded. Rip
rap delivered and
placed. Decorated rock
put down over plastic.
Free estimate. Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-










and table tops; and also
aluminum storm doors























Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
51 Set,,es Offtted
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling






doors. Paver tile and
brick work. Call James
Hamilton 753-8500.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditte-ittng, and
refrigeration, plumbing




gutters installed per you
specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.

















clean rugs of all kinds.












Call 753-4124, South 4th




113 S. 4th Street
Warm









Three bull dozers to
serve you. Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or
L W. Lyons 471-2264.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
K AND H REPAIR. 94„
East. Phone 753-3323.
We buy, sell and repair
appliances and mowers.
PAINTING, exterior and
interior, new and old

















exterior by the hour or
job. Free estimates. Call
753-8343. -
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and






53 Feed And Steo
WHEAT STRAW for sale.
280 on Pottertown Road.
90 cents a bale, one or










FREE four 6 weeks old
kittens. Cute and cud-
dly. Desperately need




Beautiful 2 bedroom cottage. Electric heat and air
conditioned.Fally carpeted Gliti insulated. Shady lot.







Saturday, October 2 at 10 a.m.
Sale to be held at WHITE'S AUCTION MART,
in Kuttawa, Ky.
On Hwy. 62& 641 between Princeton, Ky. and Paducah, Ky. Sale to be held
in the world's NEWEST AUCTION HOUSE
FURNITURE: 1 very ornate carved walmxf side board
with marble top - walnut book case, with beveled glass
doors beautiful carved oak side board - highly carved
love seat and 4 matching corner chairs and table in oak
2 burled walnut china cabinets - walnut dining table -
ornate carved oak hall Ire* (stand) - large mahogany
round table (p•dastai type) 643" w-12" leaf - beautiful
burled walnut 7 piece bedroom suite including 2 twin
beds, 2 marble top stands, 2 armoires, and d 
this is truly a beautiful Set, one of a kind -• very
ornate walnut writing desk - beautiful coaled mahogany
marble top credenva, - beveled mirrored' front - large
mahogany china cabinet - largo walnut-pie( mirror, mar-
ble top • painted pine Farmers cupboprd, 1550's-marble,
top wash stands - walnut dining tables - Jelly cupboard,
1860's - 3 other cupboards - pair of night stands with
marbl• top - man's shaving table 18SO's, one with mar-
ble top - sets of chairs - -armoires (washstands) some
with mirror front - a nice Babyfi'rand piano, 11160's
(plays) - many more pieces of furniture These Sr.
truly beautiful pieces. The majority of which is still
in their original condision The likes of some of these
items never before seen in this area.
MISCELLANEOUS Pair statutes milk stools coffee
grinders old drug store brass mortar Ii pestle - balance
SALE BY 
scales - spinning wheel - clock shelves - old tools - coat
rack • coal hods - wooden planes - blanket rail - whit.
granite ware - picture frames.
CLOCKS: 20 or more clocks including, 2 Mother, F rench
clgcks (wag on Bre wall) • 1, 3 woigitt Vienna 1, 2
weight Vienna I Tree swinger - eh! COO COO clock 2
German grandfather clocks.
GLASSWARE: 3 milk glass miniature lamps - Mt. Wash-
ington panel Piegon Block bride's basket • pair of Vase-
line glass, Jack in Pulpit's purple carnival glass irnana
boat, cherry pattern 2 pair Bristol  pink en-
cased bride's basket - pair of preen satin glass 
2 pitcher and bowl sets, one with 2 potties cheese
dishes - celery cornpotes - numerous China bowls
plates - Flo blue pieces - pair wall plagues art glass
vase - Jardinieres - cut glass bowl on stand Limoges
powder box, butterfly pattern - carnival berry bowl
(fooled) - pair portrait  - 2 pressed glass covered
compotes - Limoges pitcher - China born, set China
fruit plates - many, many more pieces of China, carni-
val glass, and p d glass pieces, 20 or more pieces
of carnival glass. Some very rar• hand painted China
plates and bowls.
Inspection Friday, October lit from 00 a.m. until 4 p.m.
THOMAS WHITE St SONS
AUCTION & REALTY 4
Kuttawa, Kentucky
Office 388-7251 - Night 388-70884.1;
4
























• • (Continued fronaiage 1)
treatment of waste be met by July 1,
1977. Congress allowing exceptions to
the deadlines providing certain
requirements are met, the engineers
said.
The engineers explained that the
present sewerage treatment facility
has a capacity for treating 2.5 million
gallons per day. It is now processing
approximately 2.1 million gallons a
day, near capacity, they said.
The proposed improvements will
increase the capacity of the plant to 3.5
million gallons per day which the
engineers estimated would provide
ample capacity until the year 2000.
It was suggested that the im-
provements be paid for with either
general obligation bonds or revenue
bonds. The engineers estimated that
the increased cost to the typical
residential customer would amount to
approximately $15 per year. They said
that Murray Water & Sewer is
presently serving a "domestic
equivalent" of 13,300 customers.
The council's water and sewer
committee will study the proposals and
make a recommendation to the council
at a later date.
Board Members Appointed
The council approved Mayor John E.
Scott's recommendations on the ap-
Debate . . .
strength of this country, and putting
back to work of our people as a top
priority. This is an effort that ought to
be done primarily by strong leadership
in the White House."
Carter went on to say that unless
unemployment was reduced "we'll
never have an end to the inflationary
spiral, and we'll never have a balanced
budget."
He called for tax reform, for in-
centives to private industry to create
jobs and for special programs geared to
central cities where unemployment
rates are far higher than the national
average.
Carter had three minutes for his
initial answer arid another two minutes
to answer a folkwup question. Then
Ford got his first chance to speak in the
twirl minutes alloted for comment after
an opponent has answered a question.
"T don't believe that Mr. Carter has
been any more specific in this case than
he has been in many other instances,"
said the President, echoing a familiar
Republican charge against Carter.
Ford said Democratic jobs programs
would add $10 billion to $30 billion each
' year in additional expenditures.
The second question dealt with taxes
and was directed to Ford, who replied
that he probably would sign the tax bill
recently passed by Congress. This time
it was Carter's turn to rebut, and he
linked the Republicans to a tax
structure he called "a welfare program
for the rich."
Carter was asked where he'd find the
money to pay for the programs he was
promising voters. With reduced
unemployment and a steady economic
growth, there would be $60 billion in
extra money in four years, he said.
Ford questioned whether such a
dividend would be found. If it was, he
added, "I think the American taxpayer
ought to get an additional tax break, a
tax reduction of that magnitude."
Later, the subject of taxes came up
again and Carter said he wanted to do
away with the kind of deductions he
said were used by the wealthy but were
not available to the average working
person. He cited "first-class travel, the
$50 martini lunch."
Ford then renewed recent
Republican charges that Carter had
















0 REAR FLOP DIVERSION UNIT • PEAK FLOWS AS .1 /C,
Al S OKIGO WILL OE PERMITTED To PASS TNRouGH
THE RAIN PLANT WITH AU. EXCESS FLOW CvERTFo
TO SiDELINE TREATMENT FMCILITIES.
0 TRiCK.,NG FILTER RECIRCULATION DIVERSION PDX.
11.0* IS SPLIT TO MAINTAIN A CONSTANT SARNO
LOADING TO TNE FILTERS
0 LOW HEAD SCREW PUMPS WITH SO 040 CAPACir Y
0 EE•LoENT PUMPAGE SYSTEM TO OPERATE DURING
11.000 CONDITIONS I CAPABLE OF MANDL ING AS NW.,
6.14 9 MS0
This diagram shows the recommended improvements to the Murray
Water & Sewer System's sewerage treatment plant. The improvements are
numbered and are explained in the legend at the right.
pointrnent of six city residents to the
Murray-Calloway County Park Roam.
The six appointed are: Dr. C. C.
Lowry, H. Ed Chrisman, Stan Key, Sid
Easley, E. L. Howe, Jr., and Chester
McCuiston. They will join the six
members appointed by the Calloway
Fiscal Court on the 12-member board.
Members appointed by the Fiscal
Court last week were Jean Blanken-
ship, Tommy Futrell, Bettye Baker, Gil
Hopson, Jerry Wallace and Tommy
Bogard.
Purchase Approved
The council also approved a
resolution that authorizes Mayor Scott
to sign an agreement on behalf of the
city for the purchase of the Bank of
Murray branch building at the corner of
Fifth and Poplar.
Dr. C. C. Lowry reported that the
central billing commlttee had
negotiated a price of $70,000 for the
building and that the resolution called
for the city to pay the purchase price
over a 72-month period with the prin-
ciple bearing eight per cent interest.
Dr. Lowry also reported that the
central billing committee is hopeful
that he will have a recommendation on
implementing central billing for city
utilities at the next meeting of the
(Continued from Page 11
Associated Press that he planned to ask
for a tax increase "on about 50 per cent
of the working people of this country."
The President also said that the tax
laws which Carter claims contain gross
inequities were written by congresses
controlled by the Democrats.
Carter repeatedly has said that he
has no intention of asking for a tax
increase for lowor middle-income
families. The Democratic candidate
has said he only intends to do away with
provisions that give extra advantages
to high-income families.
One of the most acrimonious ex-
changes occurred when Ford was asked
to comment on the anti-Washington
feeling often mentioned during the
campaign.
Ford said he thought any anti-
Washington feeling "ought to be
focused on the Coagreio... I don't think
the American people are getting their
money's worth from the majority party
that runs this Congress....
"They spend too much money on
themselves; they have too many em-
ployes; there's some question about
their morality."
Ford concluded that "I think the
American people want a Republican
president to check on any excesses that
come out of the next Congress."
Carter retorted that "it's not a matter
of Republican and Democrat, it's a
matter of leadership or no leadership."
He said Ford "quite often puts for-
ward a program just as a public
relations stunt and never tries to put it
through the Congress by working with
the Congress.... The point is that a
president ought to lead this country.
Mr. Ford, so far as I know, except for
avoiding another Watergate, has not
accomplished one single major
program for this country."
On government reorganization,
Carter said he had drastically con-
solidated the state government
bureaucracy as governor of Georgia
and that "it was a tremendous suc-
cess."
Ford countered that during Carter's
four years as governor, state ex-
penditures increased more than 50 per
cent and the number of state employes
increased by 2.5 per cent.
The official record shows that during
council. It was suggested that the bank
building would be very suitable to house
the central billing and collection
operation.
In other business, the council:
--accepted the resignation of Dawn
Harrison as secretary in the Police
Department;
—approved the permanent em-
ployment of Artie Haneline, Jackie
Hoke and Amos McCarty in the Fire
Department;
—heard a report from councilman
Art Lee who said that the city's street'
paving program would get underway on
Monday; tot
—was told by councilman Ed
Chrisman that he felt more input was
needed prior to any recommendation on
changing the hours that billiard halls
can remain open. Chrisman said that a
city ordinance currently requires
billiard halls to close at midnight and
that a request had been made to allow
them to remain open until 2 a.m. on
weekends.
In final action, the council scheduled
a special meeting for Wednesday, Oct.
13, at 7:30 p.m., for the first reading of a
hospital bond ordinance. The council
will also meet at its regular meeting on
Thursday, Oct. 14, at 7:30 p.m.
Carter's term as governor of Georgia,
the state budget increased from $1.057
billion to $1.657 billion, up 58.5 per cent.
The number of state employes rose 24
per cent. Both figures were lower than
the increases during the four-year term
of Carter's predecessor, Lester Mad-
dox.
A principal theme of the Carter
presidential campaign has been a
promise to cut sharply the number of
federal agencies.
Both men restated their positions on
amnesty and on Ford's pardon of
Richard M. Nixon.
Ford said he opposes across-the-
board pardon of draft evaders or
deserters. He said he pardoned Nixon
after Nixon resigned the presidency
"because it seemed to me Mr. Nixon
had been penalized enough by his
resignation in disgrace and the need
and necessity for me to concentrate on
the problems of the country fully
justified the action I took."
Carter said he advocates a pardon for
draft resisters. "I think now is a time to
heal our country," he said.
On energy and particularly nuclear
power, Carter said he favored
development of coal resources and
declared that "we should use atomic
energy only as a last resort with the
strictest possible safety precautions."
He also said htwoodd favor mandatory
conservation MPARtsrPR
Ford said he had submitted to
Congress "the first comprehensive
energy conservation program." The
President said his administration has
increased research and development to
"insure that our nuclear power plants
are safer, that they are more efficient
and that we have adequate safeguar-
ds."
Asked abut his vetoes of jobs bills
passe by Congress, Ford said his 58
vetoe of various measures had saved
$9 billion and thereby relieved
inflationary pressures which "would
help to destroy jobs in the private
sector."
Carter said unemployment under the
Ford administration was the highest
since the depression of the 1930's.
Government unemployment figures
for August showed 7.9 per cent of the




Prices of stock of Wee/interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Carp., of
Murray. are as follows:
Heubleizi Inc.  411% +%
McDonaldis Corp. Ws +%
Ponderosa Systems . , 75. Ja
Kimberly Clark 31% "t'Aeo
Union Carbide 6411 At
W . R. Grace 27% une
Texaco W. unc
General Dec. We -%
GAF 14% unc
Georgia   " . 33% unc




Franklin Mint 34 unc
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by 1. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Industrial Avg  -2.41
Airco 31ko
Amer Motors 4unc





















IS% Ai. A soft ball game and picnic
19% +41 will be held Saturday, Sep-
al". unc




Negotiators "are getting a hell
of a lot closer" to a contract
that would end the United
Auto Workers strike against
Ford Motor Co., says UAW
vice president Ken Bannon.
Bargainers for both sides
agreed on Thursday that they
were making progress, the
first time they've expressed
such confidence since the
walkout by 170,000 hourly
employes started Sept. 15.
But there was no word that
round-the-clock talks would
begin, the traditional sign that





issues that must be resolved







Bro. Don Farmer, Field
Representative at Mid-
Continent Bible College,
Mayfield, will be the speaker
at the eleven a.m. worship
services on Sunday, Sep-
tember 26, at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church.
A stewardship testimony
will be given by Ron
McAlister, and serving as
deacon of the week will be Bun
Wilkerson.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
,at the piano and Mrs, Jim
Neale at the organ, will sing
"Because He Lives" and
"Love Was When."
The Youth will meet at 4:30
p. m. Sunday at the church for
practice and the deacons will
meet at 6:30 p.m.
At the 7:15 p. m. worship
services Mrs. Verna Wallace
will give a stewardship
testimony, and two young
couples will present
"Treasures On Earth," a
stewardship skit.
Nursery workers will be
Mrs. Debbie Darnell, Mrs.
Susie Cathey, Mrs. Julia
Outland, Mrs. Marketia Cain,
and Mrs. Carolyn Carroll.
Sunday will be promotion
day for Sunday School at ten à.




The Warren Quartet will
present special music at the
eleven a. m. worship services
on Sunday, September 26, at
the North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church.
Rev. W. Edd Glover, pastor,
will speak on the subject, "No
Darkness Is God" with
scripture from I John 1.
Greeters will be Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Cain.
Rev. Horace E. Duke is the
new pastor of the Locust
Grove Church of the Nazarene
at Kirksey. He was pastor of
the Vine Hill Church of the
Nazarene, Nashville, Tenn.,
before coming to Locust
Grove.




and Kentucky for the past
forty years. He attended
Trevecca Nazarene College,
Nashville, Tenn., and has been
an ordained minister in
the church for over twenty-
five years.
Rev. Duke is married to the
former Margarete McBrayer
of Charleston, W. Va., and
they have two children and six
grandchildren.
Revival services will be held
at the church from September
28 to October 3 with Rev. Duke
speaking at the services at
7:30 p.m. nightly.
The church is located one
mile north of Kirlcsey on High-
way 299.
Miller's farm at Alino bet-
ween the Women of Virgin
Chapter No. 55 Order of the
Eastern Star and the men of
the Masonic Lodge.
Any person who would like a
ride to the farm is asked to be
at the Masonic Building at
Second and Walnut Streets,
Murray, at one p.m. Saturday.
Admission will be fifty cents
for the game and twenty-five
cents for the ride, a
spokesman said. The event
will be sponsored by Virgin
Chapter No. 55.
The three-year contract
they're working toward will
set a pattern for 700,000





said the two sides began
narrowing their differences
late Wednesday on the union's
demand for increased job
security and restrictions on
layoffs. The sources have said
they also expect Progress on
economic issues soon.
Economic issues dividing
the two sides include wages,
health care, supplemental
unemployment benefits,
pensions and a union demand
for additional paid days off
each year to create new jobs.
Meanwhile, Ford reported
that its mid-September car
sales were the third-best ever
for that period, up 11 per cent
from a year ago. Ford dealers
have 630,000 new cars in stock,
and industry analysts say the
strike will not significantly
hurt Ford sales for at least two
more weeks. _
Industrywide, domestic car
sales were up 8 per cent from








father of Mrs. Idalee (Martha
Ann) Hutchens of Murray
Route Seven, Lynn Grove
community, died Wednesday
at the Gibson General
Hospital, Trenton, Tenn.
The deceased was 60 years
of age. He was a retired
factory worker and a resident
of Trenton, Tenn.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruby Perkins, Trenton,
Tenn.; one daughter, Mrs.
Hutchens, and five grand-
children, Randy, Susan, Mary
Lynn, Betty, and Bonnie
Hutchens, Murray Route
Seven; three sons, William,
James Aubrey, and Jerry
Perkins, all of Chicago, Ill.;
one sister, Mrs. Violet Snow of
Paducah; two brothers, Roy
Perkins of Mayfield and
William Thomas Perkins of
Paducah.
Funeral services will be
held Saturday at two pan. at
--the- chapel of the Shelton
Funeral Home, Trenton,
Tenn., with burial to follow in
the Oakland Cemetery there.
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Well supply the wheels.
You've decided which car you're going to buy, and where you're
going to it. Now, where's the best place to get the money?
That's easy. Our auto-purchase plan can be tailored to virtually
any schedule. of repayment — and at low finance rates. How do
you get it? See us for a new point of view on how easy auto finan-
cing can be.
PEOPLE7BANK
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